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PICT 
August 11 - October 8, 2000 

Curators: Yvonne Force Villereal 

& Carmen Zita 

John and Lou's 
1923 Voyage 

October 20, 2000 - January 21, 2001 

Curator: Melanie Townsend 

~ The Ban!! Centre 
'//}..\' for the Arts 

The Walter Phillips Gallery is supported 
in part by The Canada Council for the Arts 
and The Alberta Foundation for the Arts. 
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media 100 Edit Suites, 
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Workshops 
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September 14 to October 29, 2000 

Fifteen Minutes: 
Michael Buckland, Suzy Lake, 
Sasha Yungju Lee, Mitch Robertson 
publication available 

November 2 to December 10, 2000 

A Brush with History: 
The 75th Anniversary Exhibition of the 
Canadian Society of Painters in Watercolour 

ART GALLERY □ F MISSISSAUGA 

3 □□ CITY CENTRE □ RIVE, 

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO 

LSB 3C 1 

TEL. 905-B96-SDBB 

WWW.CITY.MISSISSAUGA. □ N,CA/AGM 

VISUAL ECOLOGIES 
AND EVERYDAY MATTERS 

BFA Faculty 
curated by Joan Borsa 

21 October - 3 December 

ROBERT HOULE'S ZERO HOUR 
21 October - 18 March 2001 

Laurel Woodcock 
TAKE ME, I'M YOURS 
2 January - 22 April 2001 

Program support from The Canada Council for the Arts, 

the Ontario Arts Council, and the City of Kingston. 

~ 
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6 

Tel: 613 533-2190 http://www.queensu.ca/ageth/ 

Symptoms of Affection 
Alexander Irving 
September 13 - October 14 

Enlightened Nonsense 
Deirdre Logue 
September 13 - October 14 

New Work 
Gaye Chan 
October 25 - November 25 

Show house 
otiose 
October 25 - November 25 

YYZ Artists' Outlet 
401 Richmond St. West 
Suite 140 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5V 3A8 
tel/ 416.598.4546 
fax/ _f 16.598.2282 
yyz@interlog.com 
www.mterlog.com/-yyz 

CONTAMINATED SYMPTOMS 
curated by Ruth Kerkham 
July 29 - September 27 
at Centennial Square 

ICELIGHT 
co-curated by Peggy Gale and Su Ditta 
July 29 - September 17 
in Gairloch Gardens 

DAVID MABB 
Decorating Business 
curated by Marnie Fleming 
October 6 to November 26 
in Gairloch Gardens 

PATRICK FAIGENBAUM 
New and Recent Photographs 
curated by Greg Salzman 
October 6 to November 26 
at Centennial Square 

I oakville galleries I 
OHIC£S 

13o6 Lalccshore Road East 
Oakville, Ontario 
Can.ad.i. L6J 1L6 

Tel (905) 844-4402. 

Fax (9011 8w7968 
0.1.kvillegalteries.co m 

oakgall eries(Q)id irect.com 
ART 

Dalhousie Art Gallery 

7 July - 1 October, 2000 

Bedrock: 
six contemporary artists from Iceland 
Birgir Andresson, Svava Bjornsd6ttir, Hulda Hakon, 

Anna Lindal, J6n 6skar, Ragna R6bertsd6ttir 

Curated by Susan Gibson Garvey 

13 October - 26 November, 2000 

Graven Images new work by Darlene Shiels 

Run Into Peace video by Doug Porter 

Spirit Matters permanent collection exhibition 

Uncertainty, 
Speculative 
Fictions 
and Art 

A •illenniol cock.toil of 

space-related thought: 

Sy■po5iu■; exhibitions; 

publicatiort 

Dunlop Art Gallery 

Regino Public Library 

October 2000 

Curated by 

Anthony Kiendl 

6101 University Avenue 

Halifax, NS 83H 3J5 

Dalhousie Art Gallery 

tel: 902.494.2403 fax: 902.494.2890 

e-mail: gallery@dac.cohn.dal.ca 

website: http://is.dal.ca/-gallery 

~ 
ARTS BOARD 

Mm.-,..-Fw,d J_,.i..---au....;.. ~ 
Sasl<Tel Iii!, 

FU:o,N .. PU■LIC L<IIII ... IIV, 90)( 23 1 1, 231 1 1 2TH AVl:NUJ, llll'.O,INA, ■•Ill(. 1141" 3l5 Tri.. 3 □ 6 1 777 6040 I FAit 949 7264 

0 P E N S T U D 0 

Professional Studio Facilities 

Visiting Artist Residencies 

Artist Scholarships 

Exhibitions 

Printmaking Courses 

Printing Services 

Print Sales 

come discover all the possibilities 

468 King Street West Toronto 
V/F 416. 504.8238 opstudio@interlog.com 

www.openstudio.on.ca 

Open Studio gratefully acknowledges the support of The City 

of Toronto through the Toronto Arts Council, The Canada 

Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council. Open 

Studio also acknowledges the generous support of its members 

and numerous foundations, corporations and individuals. 
GloveStudy(l),lluleYitt 



Shelly low Wo/erWo,k image P. Litherland 

September 9 · October 8, 2000 

"I,, 

Alexa Wright 

October 14 · November 12, 2000 

La peche miraculeuse 

Jean-Yves Vigneau 

November 18 · December 17, 2000 

WaterWork 

Shelly Low 

articule 
400 I rue Berri # I 05 Nlonlreol !Guel H2l 4H2 
I 514 842.9686 f 514842.2144 
orticule@cam.org www.com.org/-orticu1e 

art1CUle rentefcte ses membres, le Con.se1 des orb el des le1tre5 
du °'-'ebec, le Conse1I des arts du Conodo el le Conseil des 
01ts de lo Communoute u1boine de t,..,\::xitr801 

An Elegant Tribute to Canada's 
Poet of the Rocky Mountains 

Variously a filmmaker, bookseller, 

local historian and columnist, Jon 

Whyte was always fundamentally a 

poet. 

This collection of previously 

unpublished work, along with his 

est-known writings, is a rare and 

t Canadian poet. 

5 Cl/ 0-88995-208-6 • $14.95 Pb 

misled delights in the enchanting ways chat 

life and language mislead us all. Full of 

humor, angst, eroticism and a mischevious 

passion for words at play, misled offers fun 

loving aphorisms, embedded in words of 

advice always listened to but never heeded. 

0-88995-215-9 • $12.95 Pb 

Available at fine bookstores everywhere / Distributed by Raincoast Books 

Red Deer Press is a member of the Literary Press Group 

your Imagination 
JUNE 21 - OCTOBER 15, 2000 
alt.shift.control: Musings on Digital 
Identity. A collaborative project with the 
Native Indian/Inuit Photographers' 
Association, featuring works by Canadian 
First Nations artists. 

AUGUST 3 - OCTOBER 8, 2000 
Sargent to Freud: Modern British Paintings 
and Drawings in the Beaverbrook 
Collection. Organized and circulated by 
the Beaverbrook Art Gallery, Fredericton, 
New Brunswick. 

AUGUST 19 - NOVEMBER 22, 2000 
Atelier. Hamilton Artist Briyan Skol 
explores the visual subtleties of still life 
images in a series of recent works. 

OCTOBER 28 - DECEMBER 3, 2000 
Audubon's Wilderness Palette: The Birds 
of Canada. 
Presented by TD Canada Trust. 

MendelArtGallery 
22 September - l 2 November 

HEATHER CLINE: A TO Z 
Curated by George Moppett, Organized by the Mendel Art Galery 

Heather Cline's mixed media works reference the 

realities of lives lived in the small towns along the 

'Alphabet Railway Line.' 

FRANCES ROBSON: NUANCES 
Curated by Dan Ring, Organized by the Mendel Art Gallery 

Frances Robson's photographs of her sleeping husband 

and children, and triptychs of her extended family, 

examine closeness in the modern family. 

MThe 950 Spadina Crescent East 

ENDEL S a s k a too n , S K S 7 K 3 L 6 
P: 306 975-7610 F:306 975 7670 

s•s ...... 100Ns ART cALLlAY www.mendel.saskatoon.sk.ca 

Taking 
P1ace 

SEPTEMBER 9 - OCTOBER 14 

Shelly 
Amelia 

June 
Maritza 

Bahl 
Jimenez 
Pak 
Perez 

Perform a nee/ I nsta I lation 
Fall Series with Ju I ie Andree T. + 
Bonnie Devine + Rachel Echenberg + 

~ACE 

IOCTOBER/DECEMBERI 

110·401 RICHMOND ST W TORONTO ON MSV 3AB 

TEL 41 6 979 9633 FAX 41 6 979 96B3 

http://ww.interlog.com/~aspace/ 

GALLERY HOURS: TUE· FRI 1 1 AM· 6 PM, SAT 12 · 5 

STRONG 
WOMEN 

Strong,deas 
• 

GERMAINE KOH 

14 September - 14 October 2000 

GLYNIS HUMPHREY 

26 October - 25 November 2000 

ALLISON HRABLUIK 

07 December - 13 January 2001 

Latitude 53 Society of Artists 
10137 · 104 St. Edmonton 
AB T5J 0Z9 
Phone: (780) 423-5353 
Fax: (780) 424-9117 

email: latitude53@compusmart.ab.ca 

@m6n1on 

CATHERINE RICHARDS 

Excitable Tissues 
14 September to 19 November 2000 

Symposium I Sunday 1 5 October, , o am to 4 pm 

See www.cyberus.ca/~oag for information. 

Publication I A bilingual illustrated publication with 

essays by Frances Dyson, N. Katherine Hayles 

and Dot Tuer will be available in 200 r. 

The Ottawa Art Gallery 
La Galerie d'art d' Ottawa 

2 Daly, Ottawa, Ontario KIN 6E2 (613) 233-8699 

fax (613) 569-7660 www.cybcrus.ca/~oag 



277 George Street, North 
Unit 102 
Peterborough, ON K9J 3G9 
ph (705) 745-2326 

mar~inal tx c1~5> 745-21_22 
DISTRIBUTION margmal@margmalbook.com 

www.marginalbook.com 
Shift your paradigm. --

video by artists 

For more Information contact Cfeg Woodbury 
at Charles Street Video, 416-603-6564 
Submission deadUne Is October 1, 2000, 

Gallery 1313 
1313a Queen St. West, Toronto 

hotline: (416) 536-6778 
e-mail: gl3 I 3@idirect.com 

web: webhome.idirect.com/~g 1313/ 

Call for submissions! CODE: PV AC's 4th 

Annual Juried Exhibit, Feb 7-28, 2001. 
Call the hotline for details. 

www.vtape.org 

s NA p BiH3ii'i 
Society of Northern Alberta Print-Artists 

10137-104 St., Edmonton, AB. TsJ 029 

Gallery Hours: Tues. - Fri. 10 • 6 Sat. 11 . s 

Tel: (780)423.1492 Fax: (780)424.9117 

email: snap@snapartists.com 

www.snapartists.com 

Lisa Murray 

The :ina P.ortfolio 

Hand Job . .... . 
an mtervent,omst 1mt1at1ve 

Tricia Johnson 

Briar Craig 

Sept 7 - Oct 7 

Oct 17 -Oct 21 

Oct 26 - Nov 18 

Nov 30 - Jan 13 / 01 

Jan 25 - Feb 24 

SNAP offers a fully equipped fine art printshop, 
artist studios, educational inhouse and outreach 
services and gallery programming dedicated to 
print and print-related work. 

Exhibition submissions are juried semi-annually. 
Deadline for submissions: Mar, 1 and Sept. 1. 

SNAP pays CARFAC fees. 

IA. JI:,~~E ~ _,. _______ _ ~ @·-· t _cs_-_._ .. _·· ·-,;:--.1=-s?- mon on 1111 

video • super-8 • 16mm • 35mm • installation 

submit! to the Images 

Festival of Independent Film & Video 

for info & entry form contact: 

t: 416 971-8405 e: images@interlog.com 
www.interlog.com/ ~ images 

ii 

,, 

University College of Cape Breton 



In Memoriam 

Susan Kealey 1959-2000 

Susan Kealey died on Tuesday, May 30, of a stroke. 

Now she is flying 

More terrible than she ever was, red 
Scar in the sky, red comet 

Over the engine that killed her
The mausoleum, the wax house. 

Excerpt from Stings, a poem by Sylvia Plath, 1961. 

I first met Susan through the above excerpt. She had used 

it as part of an installation entitled "Is There Any Queen al 

All in It?" at Gallery 76 in 1988. The installation included 

seven panels of framed text that contained excerpts from 

the supreme court divorce hearing of Rosa Becker, a 

woman who had jointly owned a beekeeping farm with her 

common-law husband. It was a relationship that left Rosa 

Becker without properly, and she ultimately committed 

suicide. In the centre of the installation was a wooden 

beehive. I was impressed by this work and wrote about it 

for Parachute Magazine. We became friends at this time 

and later worked together on the Editorial Board of FUSE. 

I liked this work because it was compassionate and 

critical, two qualities I've always admired in art. It was also 

richly metaphorical, and I now see a lot of Susan in this 

piece, she was remarkably hardworking and her life was 

unfair. But unlike Rosa Becker, Susan would never have 

given up on life; all the complications of leukemia she 

suffered from never prevented her from living her life. 

Susan was a tireless volunteer, and sat on many boards. 

Even while sick, she was a fixture in the artist-run centre 

scene, not only as a board member, but as an editor and 

organizer. At a memorial get-together held for Susan at 

YYZ Artists' Outlet on June 14, many people talked of her 

courage in dealing with her illness, but also of their sur

prise at the extent of her illness. It was difficult to believe 

that Susan was even sick sometimes, considering her 

energy level and the optimism she often exuded. 

Susan was, more importantly I think for her, also a prolific 

and dedicated artist. I know that her artwork was very 

important to her. I remember a story she once told me 

10 

about meeting with art dealer Carmen Lamanna when she was a stu

dent. Thinking her another idealistic young art student, he questioned 

her commitment to a career in art and Susan replied that she already 

had two other degrees and had left a well-paid job to return to school to 

study art. I don't think anyone could doubt her commitment to art. I 

don't think I have ever known Susan to give up on anything, and this 

strength carried her throughout various illnesses, including her long 

struggle with cancer. 

Susan, who was diagnosed when she was a teenager, was frail and 

often sick even back when I first met her. It never seemed to dampen her 

voracious appetite for life. Her illness gave her empathy for the plight of 

others and this was often reflected in her art work. Like all friends, we 

had difficulties and ups and downs. She could be stubborn and obsti

nate. But she was also a very giving person, and I am grateful to her 

because I have benefited from that generosity on many occasions. My 

only regret is that I didn't see much of Susan during the past year. I 

know that I speak for many people when I say that her presence as a 

friend and her role in the Toronto art community will be missed for a very 

long time lo come. 

-Tom Folland 

Egg Cuny, Elaine Tin Nyo, performance still, 1997, 
(ArtLab). Video still: Elaine Tin Nyo. 

Editorial 
One thing that sets FUSE apart from other magazines covering similar territory is its consistent, continuous attention to issues that get 

short shrift elsewhere. One case in point is the pleasant overlap between the last issue and this one. Adrienne Lai's essay in vol. 23, no. 1, 

"Renegotiating the Terms of Inclusion," is a thought-provoking critical analysis of Jin-me Yoon's A Group of.Sixty-Seven. That piece, well

known and much-written-about, is central to the emerging canon of Asian Canadian art. FUSE, as long-time readers will note, has covered 

Asian Canadian art over the years, and in a real sense, has been and continues to be an active participant in and interrogator of that very 

canon-formation. 

The past few months have seen the deportation of the vast majority of the Chinese migrants profiled by Larissa Lai in "Asian Invasion vs. 

The Pristine Nation." This essay-written before the recent deportations generated so much reactionary glee in the letters sections of 

papers like the National Post-provides an interesting counterpoint to that of Adrienne Lai. While last issue's essay takes Asian Canadian 

art as a given, this issue's contribution illuminates just how tenuous categories such as Asian Canadian are, even this late in the twentieth 

century. Balancing out this negativity however, is Larissa Lai's detailed exploration of how artists in the Vancouver area came together to 

battle racism. 

Underlying Larissa Lai's essay and the other feature-length essay in this issue, Earl Miller's "Jenni's Web," is the notion of boundaries. 

Where Lai shows the actual consequences of migration across physical boundaries, Miller takes on the World Wide Web and its often

touted ability to transcend boundaries. Miller uses the case of Jennifer Ringley, the American real-life webcam pioneer, to argue against the 

idea that the web is a place of freedom. Miller suggests that, in fact, the commercially oriented web is an impediment to freedom and 

democracy, and perhaps not an ally of art. 

This issue marks a change at FUSE. After several years as Managing Editor and in-house designer, Petra Chevrier has handed over the 

design component of her job to Peter Oako. We'd like to thank Petra for her inspired design work over the years. The staff and editorial 

board of FUSE are very happy with the results of Peter's first go at designing FUSE, and we hope you like it too. -The Editors 

FUSE Volume 23 Number 2 11 



THE ISKWEW FESTIVAL 
THE FEMININE 

IN INDIGENOUS 
FILM AND VIDEO 

OCTOBER 10-15, 2000 

When a woman speaks she should be 
highly respected and so should her 

children because they are so precious. 
Agatha Marie Goudine, I 00 years old 

from Mother of Many Children (1977, Alanis Obomsawin) 

Screenings 
October 13-15, 2000 

Cinematheque, 100 Arthur Street 

Tickets $3 
available at the door and at 

Urban Shaman 

Opening Night Reception 
October 13 @ 6:00 p.m. 

Urban Shaman Inc. 
Lower Level, 91 Albert St. 

Tickets $15 
includes screening 

Urban Shaman Inc. 
iskwew@escape.ca 

www.urbanshaman.org 

Workshops for 
Aspiring First Peoples' 

Media Artisits 
October 10-15, 2000 

Play a role in media arts, 
tools of the trade and how 
to get started. Workshops 
are free and are on a first-
come, first-served basis. 

For more info email: 
iskwew@escape.ca 

This event is made a 
possible through cE> 
the support of "C.00::::= 1 i:..::::-c-1 

MUSICWORKS 
Atriannual journal-plus-CD 

of New Music 

Visit us at: 
www.musicworks-mag.com 

Mail us this coupon and receive $5.00 off the subscription price. 

Or, if you prefer, call us at (416) 977-3546 and mention this ad. 

Subscription Rates (3 issues with CD) 
Canada $33; USA $39; International $42 

Name ___________________ _ 

Address __________ PCode ______ _ 

Province/State Country ______ _ 

VISA Expiry Date __ _ 
Signature __________________ _ 

401 Richmond St. W., Suite 361 
Toronto, ON, M5V 3A8 Canada 

Tel: (416) 977-3546 Fax: (416) 340-0494 
E-mail: sound@musicworks-mag.com 

* Ask for our FREE back issue catalogue* 

A Fc·tival of Books and Ideas 

Sunday, November 5th, 2000 
10:00am - 5:00pm 
New College, (corner of Harbord & Spadina) 
Toronto 
Free Admission 

Alternative Opinions! Dissent! Utopian Imaginations! 
Speakers! Book Launches! 

Join scores of activists, readers, writers, students, 
and teachers for debates, readings & panel discussions. 
Meet authors, browse exhibits of alternative 
bookstores, magazines and publishers, and buy books! 
www.leftwords.org 

For more information, contact: 
Catalyst Centre at 416-516-9546 

David Burkes, B. Com, C.A. 
Chartered Accountant 

Auditing for not-for-profits, personal taxes, accounting. 

Specializing in art and cultural organizations, 

artists and cultural workers. 

tel (905) 882-0497 fax (905) 882-0499 

30 Wertheim Court, Unit 14 

Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1 B9 

DIGITAL IMAGING & PRINTING 

Century G h , 404 Adelaide St W., Toronto, Ont 
rap tCS Tel: (416) 504-2387 Fax: 504-2085 

BOTH PC & MAC FILES: ALL PC & Mac programs 
FILM OUTPUT: 2400dpi and higher at NO extra charge 

COLOUR PROOFS: Colour Keys & Chromaline 
DRUM SCANNING: Slides, Negatives, Photos 
DESIGN, LAYOUT: LOGOS, Flyers, Brochures, Stationaries 

2·4 COLOUR PRINTING: Offset Printing 
LARGE FORMAT POSTER Fast turnaround at NO rush charge 

SERVING THE ART INDUSTRY & GALLERIES 

, •.. 
[d Video' .. ~ 
medio orts centre ta 

Me, Myself and I 
Multimedia installation by Sheila Urbanoski 
Sept. 1 -15 
Opening reception: 
Friday, Sept. 1, 7:00 PM 
Artist's talk, Sept. 1, 8:00 PM 
at Ed Video 

British /Canadian Video Exchange 
curated by Maggie Warwick, and 
Stefan St-Laurent 
Sept. 11, 9:00 PM 
at the Bookshelf Cinema 41 Quebec St., 
Guelph, ON 
$5 

Ed Video gratefully acknowledges the support of its membership, 
The Canada Council for the Arts and the Ontario Arts Council. 

Ed Video 
Media Arts Centre 

16A Wyndham St., N 
P.O. Box 1629 

Guelph, ON, 
N1H 6R7 

tel/519.836.9811 
fax/ 519.836.0504 

edvideo@albedo.net 
www.albedo.neUedvideo 

Attention Artists! 

Send FUSE your postcard ideas 

Call For Submissions 

FUSE Magazine is sponsoring a competition for an artist's 

postcard project to appear in an upcoming issue. Submis

sions will be juried and the winning entry will be published 

and inserted into an issue of the magazine. The winning 

artist will receive a $300 artist's fee. 

Priority will be given to works that develop critical content 

while successfully engaging the postcard format. 

FUSE 
Send proposals to: 
Postcard Competition, FUSE Magazine, 
401 Richmond St. West, Suite 454, Toronto, 
ON M5V3A8 

International 
Festival of 

Experimental 
Film and Video 

FESTIVAL DATES: 
February 14 to February 17 2001. 

r---- i 
:::, 

! 
al 
g_ 
I 
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--- 2. 

an Artcite Inc./~ oJ CO-O<Wl Presentation 
Artcite/HOT 109 University Ave. W., Windsor. Ont 
CANADA N9A 5P4 (519) 977-6564 artcite@netcore.ca 

Deadline: November 24, 2000 

INTERACCESS 
Electronic Media Arts Centre 
exploring the intersection of culture and technology 

Digitized Bodies-Virtual Spectacles 
curated by Nina Czegledy 

Intimate Perceptions 
an exhibition of artworks that reAect on the perceptual effects of digital 

technologies and enhanced imaging in the biosciences 

)on Baturin, Jack Butler, Nina Czegledy, Orshi Drozdik, Eric Fong, Hilda 

Kozari & Tibor Vamos, and Nell Tenhaaf. 

November 10-December 9 

<www.digibodies.org/intimate> 

Corporeal. 
a performance by Atau Tanaka 

Friday, November 24, 8 pm 

The Glenn Gould Theatre, 250 Front St. West (at John St.) 

<www.digibodies.org/atau> 
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Art & Scandal 
Public Controversy Contemporary Art • in 

by Kevin Dowler 

Dirty pictures seem to arouse the same responses at 

the end of this century as they did at its beginning. It 

appears that lo "Epater le bourgeois" is just as effec

tive now as in the past. You would think that, given all 

the time that has elapsed since the first signs of 

alienation of artist from society, the public would get a 

little tired of shock, or that the obscenity of the every

day production of the image industries would inure it 

lo the scandal of modern art. 

After all, in the post-Lewinsky phase of international 

media politics, who gives a shit about paintings, 

especially ones that are made of shit? Or, is art just 

crap anyway? It is certainly clear, as recent scandals 

attest, that art still holds a fascination for many, even 

if expressed negatively in terms of disgust and moral 

outrage. 

I want to suggest that the character of scandal has 

changed from that of the turn of the century. At the 

outset of modernism and the avant-garde, protest 

was directed at the works of art themselves, and 

indeed the artworks brought to the forefront the 

question of what a work of art might actually be. A 

typical example might be the ways in which the 

cubists utilized collage techniques to incorporate 

fragments of everyday life, such as newspapers or 

matchbook covers, into their works. This as we know 

Fearing political controversy during the Quebec referendum, in 1995 the National Art 

Gallery, which had purchased Dennis Tourbin's work La crise d'octobre/C!tronology in 

1991, cancelled their exhibition of his fifteen-year pain Ling project about the media and 

the FLQ crisis. (See Clive Robertson on Tourbin, FUSE 21, no. 3, 1998, p.12.) 

Silenced Patriot (/11 Memory ofmy Father), Dennis Tourbin, 1994, acrylic on canvas, two 

sections, 182.9 x 243.8 cm. Collection: Confederation Centre Art Gallery and Museum, 

Charloltelown, PEI. Photo courtesy Nadia Laham. 

had all sorts of interesting consequences both for artists and those who tried, 

or failed, to grasp the meaning of what confronted them in the name of art. 

Recent controversies have less lo say about the status of works of art, and are 

more inclined toward attacking the conditions under which art is now made or 

exhibited. 

What has changed in the interim between the beginning and the end of the 

century is the appearance of public agencies devoted, in various ways, to 

distributing monies provided by the state for the production, distribution and 

The arList manifesto Refus global challenged the 

dominance of the Roman Catholic church and 

Maurice Duplessis' government, marking the 

beginnings of the Quiet Revolution in Quebec. 

Signed on August 9, 1948, by Paul-Emile 

Borduas and fourteen other Quebec arLists, who 

later became known as Jes automatistes, Refus 

global galvanized cultural resistance and changed 

the development of modernist art practices in 

Canada. As a result, Borduas was dismissed 

from his teaching position at Ecole du meuble on 

September 4, 1948, later moving to New York in 

1952 and to Paris in 1955, where he remained in 

exile until his death. (See Ray Ellenwood, 

Egregore: A History of the /11011/real Automatist 

/l/ove111e11t, Toronto, Exile Editions, 1992, 

pp. 130-162.) 

The Refits !(lo/Jal, with cover watercolour by Jean

Paul Riopelle and last page showing names of sig

nato1·ies. Courtesy Ray Ellenwood. 

Cover of Strike, vol. 2, 
no. 3, October 1978. 

Courtesy York University 
Archives and Special 

Collections. Branded as 
"cultural revolutionaries" 
and a "threat to hun1anist 

values," members of the 
Centre for Experimental 
Art and Communication 
(CEAC) faced a history 

of RCMP harassment 
and investigation, docu

mented in this issue of 
Strike, because of their 

outspoken criticism of the 
relationship between 

Canadian art production 
and state-funded 

cultural bureaucracy. 
By July 1978, all 

government funding of 
the centre, located at 

15 Duncan Street, 
Toronto, had been 

withdrawn in reaction to 
a Strike editorial 

(vol. 2, no. 2, May 1978). 
It declared CEAC's 

opposition to "the 

cultural, economical and 
political hegemony" of the 
Liberal state and CEAC's 

rhetorical appropriation 
of the Red Brigade's 

stance: "We support leg 
shooting/knee capping to 
accelerate the demise of 

the old system." (See 
Dot Tuer on CEAC, 

C Magazine, no. 11, 
1986, pp. 22-3 7.) 
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exhibition of works of art. In Canada, we have seen 

a proliferation of these agencies in the post-World 

War II period al all levels of government, starting 

with the creation of the federally funded Canada 

Council in 1957. The chief distinction between past 

and present is the distortion created by the influx of 

public money into what is essentially a realm of 

private expression. This in turn has had a profound 

effect on the character of protest, as it has shifted 

from consternation with the works of art themselves 

toward the circumstances under which it becomes 

possible to make those works. It is not so much that 

the art is obscene (although ii is sometimes that as 

well). but the fact that it was made with public money, 

which is scandalous. 

There are a number of reasons why the slate has 

come to take up a significant rote in cultural produc

tion in general. Modern (as distinct from modernist) 

art is essentially the creature of what we have come 

to call the bourgeoisie. With the coalescence of their 

political values in the form of nation-states, they 

sought to institutionalize culture in the public realm 

as a necessary component of individual development 

and as a prerequisite for participation as citizens in 

the democratic state. Thus were born museums in 

which national collections of works of art were made 

freely available for all, regardless of economic or 

social status. Exposure lo culture in general, and 

works of art in particular, was thus seen as an 

essential dimension of national development, and 

therefore the state had a legitimate role in providing 

L 

i . f 

I t 
the resources necessary to ensure that citizens had the opportunity to ingest 

the civilizing values represented in works of art. 

In Canada, the question of national prestige loomed as large as it did in other 

states. For instance, the condition of the national art collection was considered 

a scandal for much of this century, until it finally moved into the recently built 

National Gallery. More important was the absence of a significant amount of 

cultural production, notably in the visual arts. Also scandalous, then, was the 

lack of indigenous development in the arts, which suggested that Canada was 

underdeveloped as a whole. Historically, this has held true in virtually all areas 

of national life, and has spawned massive public sector expansion to overcome 

the impediments of the sheer size of Canada and its small population. It is no 

surprise that, as in the case of most areas of society, the arts too would come 

to be dependent on the public purse. Indeed, if the Massey Commission Report 

of 1951 is any indication, many were demanding that the slate take up the task 

of providing the resources for national cultural production. 

What is peculiar in all of this is the way in which the locus of the scandal, 

although still the Canadian state, has become inverted. For the first half of this 

century, the scandal was that the state was not involved in art and culture, with a 

consequent loss of national and international prestige. In the second half of this 

century, the scandal is that the slate is involved in art and culture. II is curious 

that dispositions toward the social function of art should undergo such radical 

transformation. It is especially ominous in Canada where circumstances are such 

that art can only be successfully produced with the support of stale agencies. 

Historically, the character of public controversy has changed to the degree that 

the public itself participates directly in the production of the works they find 

offensive. Since World War II, successive governments in Canada have encour

aged the production of art as a form of national development, utilizing the 

unique powers of redistribution of income available lo them lo accomplish this 

objective. To the degree that this involves forms of direct and indirect taxation, 

it can be argued that citizens pay for the works 

that they disdain. In the past, the avant-garde 

always sought solidarity with the exceptional, 

that is, through the formation of a narrow public 

lo which it could appeal. However, as the slate 

now takes a central role in underwriting the 

cost of production, distribution and exhibition of 

works of art, that narrow public widens to 

include virtually all citizens. The question that 

arises, not surprisingly, is why should they, or 

we, pay for things we don'! like? 

One of the conventional responses lo this ques

tion would make a case for the benefits that 

accrue to a polis through the production of the 

very things that point lo human values that 

reside outside of economic activities. Along the 

lines of what I suggested above, the importance 

of culture as the repository of these values is 

such that the slate, on behalf of its citizens, is 

willing to compensate for what economists call 

market failure. In a situation of market failure, 

where there is insufficient private demand for 

certain goods, some items-called merit goods

are considered lo be of enough value to the 

public as a whole that the slate is willing to 

bear their costs. This has been true, in Canada 

at least, with regard to the production of works 

of art. A weak domestic market, coupled with 

national strategic objectives, has led to slate 

intervention in this area. 

Column 
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La crise d'octobre!Chronology, Dennis Tourbin, 1990, 54 sections of framed ink on 

paper drawings, 182.9 x 944.9 cm. Collection: National Gallery of Canada. 
Photo courtesy adia Laham. 

The problem is that engaging with the products of non-economic, non-productive 

labour (works of art, that is) seems increasingly difficult, since it is our own productive 

labour which makes this possible under present conditions. In other words, we work 

to produce time as a surplus that others consume in the production, and contempla

tion, of works of art. At root then, the scandal is not so much with the problem the 

works themselves represent, but rather what they represent in terms of the social 

system and the production of time. With a market society, non-productive time is only 

possible as a surplus, and of course it is no surprise that culture has become the 

domain of the bourgeois, in the classic sense of owners of capital, whose surplus 

value can be realised in the power lo purchase time. It is surplus value, as lime, 

which makes modern culture possible. 

With respect to the idea of time, artists thus hold a privileged position in society, espe

cially when everyone else is asked to pay for it. There is a fragile social bond in place 

that has, up unlit now, secured that position for artists on the basis of a net benefit 

that outweighed the extra costs imposed on society as a whole. The evidence of the 

fragility of that bond is contained in the persistent attacks that have been made upon 

ii. The increase in the frequency of scandal, coupled with recent neo-tiberal tenden

cies in government. have put tremendous strain on that arrangement. In turn, con

verting gold into shit (instead of the other way around) is bound to raise the ante in a 

provocative way. 

This is not, however, an argument against the public funding of art, nor does ii 

suggest a retreat from controversial practices. Rather, I wish to point to the peculiar 

and historically contingent conditions under which much art, especially in Canada, is 

made. And it is lo remind ourselves that making art does involve risks. This is 

especially the case with public funding, which is neither a right nor an entitlement. 

Appeals to threats to free speech or censorship as the outcomes of the withdrawal of 

public monies, as we have seen in many recent cases, are weak arguments. The 

price of autonomy, as the avant-gardes realized, would be paid for by a complete 

severing of the relationship between work and world; that is precisely what they were 
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La crise d'octobre/Chronology (detail), Dennis Tourbin, 1990. 
Photo courtesy Nadia Laham. 

protesting against. It would be better, in my mind, to see scandal as 

an indicator of the effect art can have on everyday life, and accept 

that the price of controversy will be social criticism. 

II is clear, however, that such social criticism cannot be countered 

with the discourses of art itself. As Rosalyn Deutsche points out, 

"traditional art-historical paradigms cannot explicate the social 

functions of public art-past or present-since they remain commit

ted lo idealist assumptions that work to obscure those functions"; 

aesthetic discourses "are generally formulated with an inadequate 

18 

knowledge of urban polilics." 1 The answer to that, as Sue Ditta 

has recently written, is that we have lo gel smart at managing 

the press and ambitious politicians 2 Getting smart requires not 

simply that we reiterate the value of art, however; it also means 

recognizing that the conditions under which art is made are 

mutable and historically contingent. Al a certain point, there 

appeared lo be a general agreement on the social function of art 

and the role of the state in fostering national development in art 

and culture. It is the latter consensus, if not also the former, that 

seems to have unravelled over time. 

Particularly problematic in this scenario is the increasingly frag

mented character of the public: For Barbara Hoffmann, "govern

ment sponsorship or ownership of art in the public context must 

reconcile, through state institutions and law, this tension between 

art's subjectivity with its potential for controversy, and the govern

ment's need to promote the public good."3 Although this is true as 

far as it goes, it overlooks the way in which the idea of the public 

good is ever more difficult to define. Whal we quickly discover is 

that those who represent the interests of art have to compete with 

others in the public sphere for resources, as well as contend with 

the demand that art too be somehow productive and lead to some 

tangible material return on investment. 

As we have seen in the recent shivers in the funding agencies, 

with their attempts to reconcile excellence with cultural diversity, 

the tension is increasingly palpable. This is the result of the 

double character of controversy, not only the problem with the 

work of art, but also with the fracturing of what constitutes the 

"public good." Cultural agencies, mediating between and serving 

government and their constituencies, are locked in a vise grip 

between competing interests marked by increasing fragmentation 

both above and below. The conditions are thus increasingly com

plex and cannot be met with simple calls for the reassertion of the 

autonomy of art, and by implication, the funding that assures that 

autonomy. Freedom of expression, as we know, is not the same as 

free access to the means of expression. It is not sufficient to 

assume that some sort of communicative rationality will prevail; 

the disjunction between the sphere of aesthetics and that of 

social values has so far prevented any communication at all. 

This is the byproduct of the persistent difficulty in effecting a 

transformation of aesthetics into politics, a relatively unsuccessful 

transition so far. 

That the state has failed overall in restructuring its participation in 

the arts does not necessarily mean that the current strategies 

used to defend cultural subsidy can be considered effective. In 

Canada, the absence of private interests has compelled the state 

in the past to intervene in the interests of the nation; indeed, the 

emergence of Canadian culture is predicated on state structures 

organized to support the development and maintenance of 

culture. The erosion of the cultural funding and policy apparatus 

-which is symptomatic of the potential devolution of state 

participation in all areas of Canadian life-would precipitate a fun

damental and profoundly alien reorganization of the relations 

Three days before the inaugural exhibition 
of Paul Wong's new video project 

Confused: Sexual Views was scheduled to 
open in the Vancouver Art Gallery's new 

video space (February 24, 1984), it was 
cancelled by then gallery director Luke 

Rombout, despite objections from his 
curatorial department. Wong's invitation 

came as a result of successful previous 
VAG exhibitions, where the video works 
Prime Cuts, Murder Research, In Ten Sity 
were presented. Supported by a Canada 

Council grant, the Coufused work presents 
edited video segments from interviews 

with twenty-seven subjects who express 
diverse views on sexuality, religion and 

pornography. Rombout argued that 
Wong's work was not art and that it might 

offend the gallery's new membership. 
Court action by Wong followed 

against the VAG. 

Cover of Issue magazine, no. 5, 
March/April 1984. 

between the Canadian state and its citi

zens. If Canada is a product of state-cre

ated infrastructures, the withering away of 

those infrastructures in the cultural sphere 

would imply the withering away of 

Canadian culture as well. 

We cannot ignore the deep enlwinement of 

politics and culture in Canada, and we 

require an equally politicized discourse of 

art, in which the loss of autonomy of the 

aesthetic realm is the price that must be 

paid for the creation of a discourse of art 

and culture that, rather than being com

mitted to a set of weak idealist presump

tions, is responsive to the exigencies of 

political and social situations. If the art is 

"dirty," so too must its accompanying aes

thetic discourse be dirty in order to be 

effective in the political realm. 

Kevin Dowler currently teaches in the 

communications studies program 

at York University. 
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because one could see anything live at a distance on a 
computer. She instead offered JenniCam, an uncensored 
live feed from her student apartment, and later, from the 
bedroom/office of her New )'ork City apartment. A real 
life precursor to those two predictable Hollywood narra
tives telling of media-controlled lives, "The Truman 
Show" and "Ed TV," Ringley offered a homespun, 
grassroots "drama" centering on a real person's life. 
"The concept of the cam is to show whatever is going on 
naturally," she says. "Essentially, the cam has been 
there long enough that now I ignore it." 1 

Having started the project with a few friends as her 
audience, she likely had little expectation of the celebrity 
status she would soon obtain. She in fact had become 
famous, not only on the Internet, becoming, as her fans 
called her, "The Queen of Cyberspace," but in the main
stream press and talk-show circuit. It didn't take long 
for her site to become astoundingly popular, reaching (in 
1997) a total of twenty million hits a day. Jenni became a 
folk hero, an average person brought to celebrity, both a 
symbol of self-empowerment by way of the cyber order 
and Warhol's fifteen-minute superstar prediction. 

The first of its kind and always having had solid fan sup
port, the JenniCam site remains the best known of what 
are now numerous other "real life" cams. In both 
JenniCam and these other sites, guests and members of 
the respective Web sites can not only look in, but also get 
the sense they are "interacting" with someone's private 
life. Because the viewer cannot, of course, see the other 
observers of her life, an illusory feeling of one-to-one inti
macy is constructed. Adding to the personal feeling, 
Ringley leaves short notes to her fans, saying, for 
instance, that she's gone out shopping. 

At most times, the photos are ordinary; pictures of Jenni 
working at her computer or lying on the couch are the 

norm. More important in keeping the viewer hooked than 
one-on-one interaction is this voyeuristic aspect of the 
cam. It overtakes and fetishizes the usually banal stream 
of imagery on JenniCam. However, Ringley, noting that 
nudity only occurs occasionally, makes it clear she does 
not think her site constitutes pornography. 

Indeed, it takes considerable time and effort, hours and 
hours of being connected, to see sexual content. What 
instead transpires is an "ordinary life" narrative that can 
be addictive to some because it is driven by a rarely ful
filled hope for sexual imagery. For instance, Josh Wilner 
of Florida says that the "first night I saw her, she was sit
ting topless at the computer. That was, I guess, what had 
first hooked me on it." 2 Yet Jenni denies her site is framed 
by a sexual context; she says it is about reality: 

Yes, my site contains nudity from time to time. 
Real life contains nudity. Yes, it contains sex
ual material from time to time. Real life con
tains sexual material. However, this is not a 
site about nudity and sexual material. It is a 
site about real life. 3 

If, as Ringley believes, her site does indeed show real life, 
it seems the theoretical underpinnings of her project cen
tre on a radical attempt to make private reality public. To 
some, she has demonstrated that individuals are able to 
regulate privacy, take it into their hands and redefine pri
vate space past bourgeois notions of autonomy and pro
priety. This is certainly commendable to those seeking a 
radical challenge to the capitalist privatization of space. 

Her webcam appears to question the private ownership of 
space-on the surface. However, it is worth considering 
that of the approximately 5,500 people who are JenniCam 
"subscribers" or members, paying $15 per year (1997 fig
ures) simply to receive updated images more often than 

Self Portraits 
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those making non-paying hits on the site, there are about 
75 men for every woman. This imbalance makes it clear 
that her "project" is not about private reality made public 
but a public representation of it bia$ed by a masculine 

framework. 

Moreover, to break dowrrthe usual private/public split, 
the traditional notion of domestic privacy must change. 
Yet Ringley doesn't believe it has: "I don't feel I'm giving 
up my privacy. Just because people can see me doesn't 
mean it affects me-I'm still alone in my room, no matter 
what." Such a statement pleads for a cliched media analy
sis noting how Generation Xis so inundated by media 
culture they don't know the difference between private 

and public. 

A more accurate explanation is that webcam is a particu
larly detached medium. It is easy for the subject of a live 
webcam to forget she actually is the subject, when those 
watching her, even if they number in the millions, cannot 
be seen. On the other hand, the subject of this cam is very 
clear to the viewer in front of the computer who imagines 
he (more likely than she) is involved with a stranger's 
life-a great fantasy if one is home alone, bored and per

haps masturbating. 
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If her private space has not been liberated, if instead her 
daily life has been brokered as a commodity for voyeurs, 
has Jennifer Ringley, despite this, managed to radicalize 
public space in a way not possible in pre-Internet days? If 
so, she will have redeemed herself as an innovator. 
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Cyberspace, however, remains separate from the real 
because, again, online "public" space is ruled by the eco
nomically private space of masculine, corporate and mass 
media interests. Due to pretenses of freedom and lawless
ness, the Internet's filtering of public space is simply more 
invisible than more established forms of communication. 

The web is still most commonly used to peddle the 
masculine-dominated world of porno. Adding to the 
pornography patriarchy is an encompassing and certainly 
sanitizing corporate takeover of the web due to the 
onslaught of e-commerce. This is equally unsettling. 

Such controlling interests on the web problematize 
JenniCam as a liberator of public space, a democratizer 
of the Internet. Her life shown on the Internet is, first of 
all, a filtered reality, since her private space does not 
reach the public; it reaches the Internet. This electronic 
space that her private space is opening to is far from 
democratic and, therefore, is not truly public. 

While Jenni is taking her own route autonomous of cor
porate interest, and, to many of her fans, empowering 
herself with technology by reaching celebrity status sim
ply by being her plain, ordinary self, she is still doing this 
in the frame of big business and the media. Her webcam 
site performs no critical function other than simply not 
belonging to such private orders. 

For this reason, her making the private public online does 
not involve progressive "politicizing of the personal," as 
went the rallying cry of 1960s and 1970s American femi
nism, but the regressive politicizing of Jenni's private 
space by surrounding "public" space. Consequently, web
cam, despite offering nearly utopian redefinitions of the 
public/private boundary, has failed to actualize them. 

But if this technological filter is pierced, opened, and 
cyberspace democratized, JenniCam could indeed merge 
art (representation) and life. However, claiming Internet 
technology as transparent is, to date, still utopian. 
Removing the barriers between life and representation is 
not just a failed goal of one "Internet Queen," but a 
utopian techno-dream that is the primary myth of cyber
space. This myth bases itself on the false assumption that 
as technology becomes more and more advanced, it 
simultaneously becomes more transparent. The hype 
echoing around virtual reality several years ago defines 
this inaccurate belief. 

Such a utopia where the represented is equivalent to the 
real is, significantly, the same as tl1e goal of the contempo
rary art of the twentieth century, beginning with 
Duchamp, that sought to break down the barrier between 
art and life. Indeed, when first hitting on it, the JenniCam 

site can easily recall much art of the seventies, the 
performance, film and video art of a conceptual bent that 
attempts to break down private/public boundaries, con
necting the everyday and the real by process rather than 

product. 

In light of webcam projects such as JenniCam, it is worth 
analyzing works of art that have acted as precursors to 
webcam, and that have been more successful in attaining 

the lofty ambitions of JenniCam. Since a plethora of work 
has attempted to bring art to reality, it is worth narrowing 
this field down by finding work sharing other similarities 

with Ringley's site. 

It would be relevant to look at early video art to compare 
with current webcam projects. Firstly, webcam is a form 
of video; secondly, webcam projects such as JenniCam 
recall the kind of structuralist formalism in video of the 
early '70s. This formalism came as a result of video artists 
from this time responding to new technology (the 
Portapack), just as Jenni has to webcam. Further, both of 
these media have a certain appeal to artists because of 

Monitor Display from the installation Yesterday/today, Dan Graham, 1975. 
Courtesy: Marian Goodman Callery, New York. 
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Installation schematic for Two Viewing Rooms. Dan Craliam, 1975. 
Courtesy: Marian Goodman Callery, New York. 

their accessibility and possibility of distribution (even 
more so in the case of webcam, of course). 

To further narrow things down, it would be worthwhile to 
analyze video whose formal experimentation shares a 
similar (albeit comparatively low-technological) frame of 
reference to JenniCam, specifically a camera sent out to a 
remote location. Among the pieces best known for explor
ing the remote access possibilities of video to raise 

public/private issues are Dan Graham's installations from 
the early and mid-'70s. Two in particular, Two Viewing 
Rooms (1975) and Yesterday/today (1975), are most appro

priate not only for comparison, since these cogently con
sidered a public/private discourse, which is, of course, 
relevant to JenniCam, but also for the critical edge 
Graham's work has over Ringley's project. 

The video installation Two Viewing Rooms demonstrates 
how surveillance technology can change privacy codes. 
The installation area comprises two rooms, the first con
taining a camera placed at eye level pointing to the second 
room, against and facing a transparent one-way glass 
window. Because of the one-way glass, the camera can
not be seen in the second room; a viewer in the first room 
may secretly watch gallery-goers in the second room not 
only through the glass but through the camera viewfinder. 
Here, Graham implies that video is capable of invading as 
opposed to liberating privacy, noting, "the widespread use 

of video surveillance cameras involves similar 
'moral'/legal issues," 4 to the ones actually raised in his 
piece. Since the time of this piece, however, video surveil
lance technology has been on the rise. With webcams and 
other new devices that have potential for surveillance and 
personal invasion, privacy has been further broken down. 
Society, in turn, has become out of necessity accustomed 
to such personal scrutiny. Similarly with JenniCam, the 
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webcam, although not hidden, is something Ringley is appar

ently no longer conscious of. It is as if she, becoming a 

naively willing participant, has adjusted to surveillance 

rather than liberated herself by opening up traditional pri

vate/public, home/society boundaries. 

Graham further considers 

public/private matters in 

Yesterday/today, in which a 

video monitor in a public 

space displays a real-time 

view of a second, nearby 
room. A version of this 
installation was shown in 

the John Gibson Gallery, 

where the public exhibi
tion area displayed a mon

itor showing the 
adjacent semi-private 
gallery director's office. 
The visual scene on the 

monitor is real time, but 

the audio is a playback of 

sounds recorded in the 
same office a day prior at 

exactly the same time of 
day. Viewers' sense of 
time is consequently 
altered, suggesting the 
video is not documentary, 

but footage subtly manipulated by the technological arena it 

is presented in. This cautionary note therefore acknowledges 

how technological filters can intervene in the representation 

of the real. 

This office, where gallery business takes place, as opposed to 

the purely publjc exhibition space, where art exhibitions 

including Graham's video are displayed, is revealed. In doing 

28 

so, Graham points out tl1e distinction between what goes 

undisclosed in the public gallery space and the hidden eco

nomic structure underlying it. 

Graham's piece demonstrates how new technology has 

made it possible to break down the public/private barrier 

by acknowledging how private space is actually corrupted 

and com modified by the economic context of tl1e commer

cial gallery. Opening up space to raise awareness of this 

economic filter to tl1e public is tl1e first step to democratiz

ing the space it surrounds and controls. A similarly seri

ous as well as potentially democratizing critique of the 

World Wide Web by JenniCam could have occurred had it 

been acknowledged that the technological filter it is seen 

through is, like tl1e gallery, commodified space. What is 

needed in efforts such as hers is, if not to temporarily 

reverse, to at least draw attention to online interference, 

acknowledging that electronic space is a closed-off space 

that does not equate to democracy. 

Webcams wiJJ remain constrictive of privacy as long as 

those contributing to it continue to open up the private to 

Student lounge used for surveillance video and sound recording in the 

installation Yesterday/today, Dan Graham, 1975. 

Otis Art Institute, Los Angeles, September-October, 1975. 

Courtesy: Marian Goodman Gallery, New York. 

the public without politicizing the act of doing so. Only then, 

by disclosing inequities on the Internet, may private space 

be liberated, untainted by the surrounding technological 

1 

field. Then, the personal can indeed become politicized, as 

opposed to acting as an agent for the status quo. There are 

artists' works, certainly not as popular, well distributed or 

commercially viable as JenniCam, which employ webcam 

to present such discourses. An excellent example is Nell 

Tenhaaf's piece Neonudism (1997). (See FUSE 23, no. 1, 

pp. 31-32). Neonudism encourages viewer interaction in 

online voyeurism in a chatroom situation. The initial part of 

the piece is what Tenhaaf refers to as artistic teledelegation, 

which means that the screen delegates in a digital movie, 

which is also seen projected in the performance space. 

Three women-Gina, Gloria and Sue-talk intimately 

about how it would be desirable, a turn-on, to engage in 

exhibiting/watching on camera, consequently inviting view

ers into online nudity. The screen then switches to the next 

part, a "CU-SeeMe session" where this actually occurs. 

The situation is an Internet adult chatroom configuration 

where strangers or near-strangers meet and type dirty while 

mutually masturbating, or as is much too often said, have 

cyber-sex. In this chatroom, CU-SeeMe technology is avail

able, which means that Neonudism participants can see and 

be seen by those tl1ey are chatting witl1 (unlike webcams, 

CU-SeeMe offers two-way viewing). Part oftl1e reasoning 

behind tl1e title of the piece becomes clear at this point. 

Most chatters are men competing to converse with a 

minority of women. Yet the "delegates" in Tenhaaf's piece 

who initiate tl1e interaction in the first place by discussing 

voyeurism are women. 

Here, the problems visible in JenniCam are solved by the 

presentation of a positive, empowering opposite to the 

masculine, technological filter webcams are typically seen 

through. This strategy is in many ways comparable to tl1e 

way artists such as Graham critiqued gallery space 

because it acknowledges the non-public, non-discrete 

nature of its domain. 

It is especially important to keep in mind current artists 

such as Tenhaaf, who work in a society of fingerprint 

cards and retina scans that can easily be called post-pri

vate. In such a society artists and others must work at 

carving out small democratic spaces. If they don't, tech

nological space will remain entirely in the hands of pri

vate interests. 

Earl Miller is a. Jt-eela11ce visual arts writer living in Toronto. 

Notes 
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THE DARE FORUM 
In response to the arrival of the migrants and in response to government, media and public racism, a group called DARE

Direct Action against Refugee Exploitation-formed last fall. While it concerns itself with many issues surrounding the 
arrival of the migrants and the mainstream backlash, DARE is specifically focused on the needs and concerns of the women. 
Another organization, the Vancouver Association of Chinese Canadians, which has been in existence for eight years, has 
also taken up the issue and concerns itself with the problems of men and women migrants, as well as focusing on media 
response. Two of the larger public actions taken by DARE suggest an alternative analysis of the situation to that provided by 
the mainstream media. 

30 BYLARISSA LAI 

Still from Who Gets In?, Barry Greenwald, 1989, 16mm, 52:22 min. 
Courtesy National Film Board of Canada. 

The first of these actions was a public forum that took place on October 20, 
1999, at the Heritage Hall on Vancouver's Main Street. At the time that this 
forum took place, the most pressing issues for DARE were that the migrants 
were being detained on the basis of a group profile, and that their refugee 
cases were being auctioned off by the Legal Services Society of British 
Columbia in blocks of twenty-five to the lowest-bidding lawyers, rather than 
being taken up on a case-by-case basis with the interests of the migrants as a 

Recent 
History 
In the summer and fall of 1999. four 

boats from the Chinese province of 

Fujian arrived off the coast of British 

Columbia carrying approximately 600 
people. While their arrival is part of an 

ongoing migration history that has 

existed for hundreds. perhaps thou

sands, of years. this arrival was framed 

with remarkable hysteria by the 

Canadian government and mainstream 

media. fuelled by conservatively 

constructed public opinion. Some of the 

worst and most persistent fantasies of 

race that have existed since the advent 

of colonialism surfaced within this 

context. None of them were new or 

interesting. In fact much of the media 

coverage was strikingly similar in its 

positioning to that which took place 

earlier this century around the influx of 

Chinese labour to construct the rail

roads. The white fantasy of yellow 

hordes invading a pristine Canadian 

landscape appeared with little variation 

from its tum of the century version. and 

with tremendous virulence. It has not 

left us. 

In the case of these migrants and many 

others. racist perceptions have very 

real consequences. All the Chinese 

migrants. except some who arrived on 

the first boat. were immediately incar

cerated. The initial rationale on the part 

of Canadian immigration officials was 

that they were without documents. 

Once documents began to come in from 

China their detention was extended on 

the illogical and racist basis that they 

were Chinese and that they had arrived 

by boat having paid a sum of money to 

get here. The Immigration Review 

Board used these factors as a basis for 

assuming that all who fit this descrip

tion would likely fall into the hands of 

the so-called snakeheads (people 

smugglers). abandoning their refugee 

claims if released. No consideration 

has been given to the fact that each 

migrant is an individual with individual 



circumstances and individual reasons for 

wanting to be here. Nor was there any 

acknowledgment at a public level that 

imprisonment is a highly irregular 

method of protecting people from 

perceived dangers. or any questioning of 

the morality of imprisoning those who 

come to Canadian shores seeking 

asylum. At present more than 400 

remain in prisons in Burnaby. Maple 

Ridge. Surrey and Prince George. The 

children and youth are being held in 

group facilities or foster care in 

Vancouver and Victoria. All are being 

pushed through an accelerated refugee 

process with the expressed intention of 

removing them from Canada as quickly 

as possible. 

Sculpture by Eldon Gamet, Toronto (1989) 
photo: Pete Dako. 

In the meantime. women in prison 

remain separated from their children. 

They receive inadequate support services 

despite being under extreme duress. 

They are taken to their detention review 

and refugee hearings at the Immigration 

and Refugee Board in handcuffs. For 

their detention review hearings they 

often appear without legal counsel to 

represent them. Their refugee claims are 

jeopardized because their incarceration 

limits their ability to access documents. 

lawyers. interpreters and community 

support services. Many do not know what 

is happening with their refugee cases. 

Some who have had their refugee cases 

rejected are under the impression that 

their claims are under appeal. but 

Canadian immigration officials say 

they are not. 

opposite: Still from Who Gets 111?, Barry Greenwald, 
1989, 16mm, 52:22 min. 

Courtesy National Film Board of Canada. 

priority. DARE also recognized that a radical shift in public thinking and 
public voicing around the very framework of the issues was necessary to 
counter the media's desperate adherence to the myth of invading yellow 

hordes. 

The turnout for this first public DARE event was tremendous. More than 
250 people attended. An inspired Fatima Jaffer, in the October/November 
1999 issue of Kinesis wrote: "for the first time in a very long time, people 
from the myriad fragmented movements in Vancouver came together to 
engage in serious discussion across issue lines. There were representa
tives from the women's movement, lesbians, social justice activists, envi
ronmental activists, anti-poverty workers, labour activists, transition 
house and crisis-line workers, immigration settlement workers, represen
tatives from multicultural organizations, government employees, acade
mics, artists, writers and other cultural producers, migrant workers, 
students, elders, First Nations peoples and people of colour." 

Cease Wyss of the Squamish Nation welcomed the audience to the event 
with an ancestral song she had been given permission to use by its owner, 
Syexwalia. This first moment was important, not only because it 
respected the protocols of the Coast Salish on whose territory the forum 
took place, but also because it acknowledged the history of those most 
rooted in this place and those who have the most legitimate right to it. 
Implicitly, the song acknowledged the question of migration as fundamen
tally an issue of land, questioning how any government, particularly such 
a recent arrival as the Canadian government, can have 
complete control over who lives and does not live on this land. 

Nandita Sharma, a member of DARE since its inception, was 
unequivocal in tracing the source of the problem to the 
Canadian government itself, to Canadian employers, to glob
alization and to trade liberalization. These, she claimed, are 
the "real snakeheads." She argued that privatization, deregu
lation and mega-development projects-precisely tl1e kinds of 
things Canada lobbies the Chinese government to enact in 
order to facilitate trade with Canada-are what drive working 
people into such dire conditions that they are forced to leave 
their homes. She called for a widening of the term "refugee" 
to include those whose lives are devastated by the everyday 
acts of brutality perpetuated by governments and corpora
tions. She was particularly critical of the delegitimization of 
the "economic refugee," arguing that these are the very people 
Canadian employers and governments exploit the most, by 
rendering them vulnerable and without rights. They become a 
cheap, docile and exploitable work force. 

Sunera Thobani added tl1at the effects of globalization that 
we are seeing now originated 500 years ago with the advent of 
contemporary colonialism. She noted that the Chinese 
migrants who have become the focus of such a media furor 
are effectively being scapegoated for real anxieties that people 
in this country are experiencing, including unemployment and 
poverty. The migrants provide a focus for blame, even though 
their need to come here is driven by the very forces whose 

effects they are being fingered for. She added that, in spite 
of the media's claims that Canada is being swamped by 
refugees, the numbers that have entered over the last ten 
years are well below targets set by Citizenship and 
Immigration Canada itself. According to the Citizenship 
and Immigration website, the maximum number of 
refugees Canada will accept in a year is 30,000. In 1998, 
the most recent date for which data are available, only 
22,644 were accepted. 

Finally, Thobani expressed concern that many immigrant 
communities, especially in Vancouver, have provided 
some of the most virulent cries of "Send them back!" She 
suggested that this reaction is a means for those who can 
afford it to distance themselves from the most recent 
arrivals, diverting racist attacks from themselves by guid
ing them in the direction of those without defense. "What 
makes it alright for us to buy a t-shirt on the streets of 
Vancouver for $3, which was made in China, then stand 
up all outraged as Canadian citizens when the woman 
who made tl1at t-shirt tries to come here and live with us 
on a basis of equality?" 

Victor Yukman Wong from the Vancouver Association of 
Chinese Canadians spoke passionately about the 

Feature 

migrants in detention, reiterating how unjust it is to 
imprison those who come to this country seeking refuge. 
Wong has been an active spokesperson on their behalf, 
often providing the only dissenting voice on news items 
slanted to suggest that the migrants are a drain on 
Canadian resources while having notl1ing to offer in 
return. He argued that the Canadian government should 
not be punishing the victims of global trafficking in inden
tured labourers, but should instead punish the traffickers 
themselves, the so-called snakeheads. In the wake of 
Sharma's speech tracing responsibility for the current 
brutality back to the Canadian government itself, Wong's 
arguments came across as less strong than they might 
have in a more conservative context. 

Later, audience member Georgina Farrah remarked that 
without the assistance of so-called snakeheads or traffick
ers, many persecuted people would not be able to leave 
devastating situations in their home countries. However, 
the gap in the two analyses of the situation is not so easily 
closed by saying Sharma's position is correct and Wong's is 
not. Wong's deeply concerned engagement with the 
migrants' plight and his passionate and very public critique 
of white racism in this situation demonstrates a deep 
commitment to the struggle for equality. His arguments 
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call for a need to work with the system, while Sharma's call 
for a recognition that the system is fundamentally flawed and 
must be abandoned. 

Zoo) Suleman, an immigration lawyer who has also been 
involved with the migrants and media coverage, spoke of 
the racism inherent in the imprisonment of the migrants on 
the basis of a group profile, and of the injustice of auctioning 
off their refugee cases to the lowest-bidding lawyers. 
He argued that each case should be taken up separately 
and that lawyers should be hired on the basis of how well 
they represent their clients. While Suleman works within 
the system, he is aware of its fundamental flaws. Later in 
the evening he spoke particularly about the accusations of 
"queue-jumping." Jaffer quotes him in this regard: "The 
queue is getting longer, the queue is getting more expensive, 
the queue is becoming unfair, and people are then jumping 
the queue. We're under-staffing our embassies, there's 
bribery going on, there are people buying visitor visas." 
The Canadian government deals with this by increasing its 
security apparatus in order to control the flow of people 
into Canada. 

The final speaker, Rita Wong, one of the founders of DARE, 

spoke from a position of her own journey in attempting to 
understand the issue and also what actions she perceived as 
possible and just. She called for a widening of the definition 
of "refugee" to include those who suffer as a result of 
economic policies; for the Canadian government to sign the 
International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of 
Migrant Workers and Their Families, something Canada 
has been reluctant to do because big business disapproves; 
and for recognition that globalization occurs in two 
streams-a masculinized one that includes high-tech, 
finance, production and technology and a feminized one that 
includes sexualized, racialized service, specifically domestic 
work and the sex trade. Wong encouraged people to educate 
themselves, their friends and their family about the issues. 
Wong also stressed the importance of writing to newspapers 
and politicians and of lobbying against reactionary legislative 
changes. 

EXPOSURE 
Four months later, on February 10, 2000, DARE and Video 
In staged a second large public event. "Exposure" was billed 
as an evening of experimental videos on land, migration and 
borders, but in many ways it was much more than that. 

As a public event, its precursors in the most linear sense 
were a September 1999 demonstration in front of the 
Immigration Review Board to protest the prison detention of 
the migrants on the basis of a group profile, a November 
demonstration and press conference at Burnaby 

Co1Tectional Centre for Women to protest the ongoing 
unjust incarceration of seventy-five migrant women then 
on hunger strike, a press conference at Simon Fraser 
University Harbour Centre to protest the manner in 
which the migrant refugee cases were being auctioned off 
to the lowest-bidding lawyers in blocks of twenty-five, and 
the original public forum at the Heritage Hall on Main 
Street late last summer at the height of the media back
lash. In another sense, precursors for "Exposure" 
included other screenings at Video In that have taken 
place in support of other issues and other communities. 
This duality is the value of these kinds of co-productions, 
and ultimately what keeps Vancouver's grassroots 
communities alive. Minding the door at that event, I was 
moved and delighted to see how many people from vari
ous communities, with various political and artistic inter
ests, came to the event and made generous donations to 
show their support. Given the monolithic and virulently 
racist media coverage of the migrants' situation, it was 
reassuring to see that there are many Vancouverites who 
just don't buy it. 

The program included a screening of the National Film 
Board documentary Who Gets In? by Barry Greenwald, 
The Shirt by First Nations videographer Dana Claxton, 
Unmapping Desire by Sheila James, two public service 
announcements funded by the Canada Race Relations 
Foundation called I am a Refugee and Prisoner's Lament 
by Vancouver multi-media artist Paul Wong, a series of 
news clips on the migrant issue from CBC and CTV, as 
well as discussion by Gaik Cheng Khoo, an active 
member of DARE and Yang Yue-qing, a local video artist 
best known for her documentary Nu Shu: A Hidden 
Language of Women in China. Agnes Huang was the MC 

and Cease Wyss, a singer, videographer and herbalist of 
the Squamish Nation sang an opening song by way of 
welcome. 

It was a long evening, and somewhat anarchic in struc
ture, which I think was a disappointment to some of the 
organizers. However, the lack of focus wasn't a bad thing, 
or necessarily the result of poor organization, but rather 
an indication of how pressing and very much in-the
moment this issue is, encompassing not only the migrants 
and DARE activists, but the Canadian public from across 
the political spectrum. The fact of the matter is that there 
is no single way to look at the global movements of 
people, currently or historically. The present moment, in 
all its chaos, reflects that. 

The NFB documentary Who Gets /11?(1989), is disturbing 
in its frankness. It unfolds like a good grade-school essay, 
and is easily summed up in its parting words: "It doesn't 
matter how desperate, worried or unhappy you are. If 
you don't have something Canada wants, you will have to 
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stay where you are." The voice-over takes that 
disturbingly ironic tone I have encountered in too many 
disgruntled Canadian university professors and civil 
servants who see the system for what it is and yet know 
they have to tow the line. On the one hand they wish they 
were braver, and on the other they know themselves to be 
the beneficiaries of precisely the injustices the system they 
long to critique perpetuates. The film follows the activities 
in Nairobi of Mike Molloy, one of three Canadian immi
gration officers who work in Africa. Case by case, we 
watch him and his minions turn down potential new 
Canadians. 

Many are turned down just on the basis of a "paper 
screening," the first in a series of steps that might, but 
most likely won't, lead to Canadian citizenship. These 
take a matter of about three seconds each, and are mostly 
to do with the fact that Canada apparently does not need 
people of certain occupational backgrounds ranging from 
independent housewife to mechanical engineer. There is a 
longer segment on an ex-military man from Zaire who is 
now on the run because he released fifteen political pris
oners sentenced to death for attempting to form an official 
opposition party in tl1eir country. There is a Kenyan 
student who is wanted for being involved in a student 
movement to start an opposition party in a country that 
considers such actions treason. Molloy's office is in 
Kenya. He does not want to jeopardize his position there, 
so the student is turned down. One couple from Namibia 
is accepted by Mike Molloy, but then later turned down 
because CSIS discovers that the man had taken up arms to 
fight against apartheid in South Africa ten years previ
ously. 

These African stories are disturbingly juxtaposed against 
a number of stories based in pre-1997 Hong Kong, which 
seems, for purely material reasons, to have more of "what 
Canada wants." Historical reasons for this are not 
discussed, but there is another parody at play here, if you 
are willing to take up tl1e signs. Accepted as business
class immigrants in this segment are an ad exec with a 
terrible perm, a man who wants to switch from making 
snakeskin wallets in Hong Kong to making salmon skin 
ones in BC, and several individuals who, at $8,000 a pop 
have hired and flown in a Canadian immigration lawyer 
to represent them in tl1eir interviews. One need not be a 
foaming at the mouth radical to notice the racial lines 
being drawn here. An audience member later remarked 
how disturbing it was that the tired exercise of white folks 
pitting Asians against Africans was again playing itself 
out in this piece. While tl1e documentary included inter
views witl1 two Vietnamese refugees from the Chi Ma 
Wan refugee camp in Hong Kong and two Philippine 
domestic workers, the presence of these people did nothing 
to undermine the stereotype of tl1e overachieving, 
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moneyed Hong-Konger or the desperate, politically 
suspect African. In fact, they fit neatly into other types 
still racially marked as "Asian," and what their presence 
makes clear is that Canadi~n immigration policy is based 
on the racialized typecasting of individuals to decide who 
gets in. When Mike Molloy, with his vast arsenal of 
discretionary power, tells the filmmaker that one of the 
criteria he uses is the question "Would you want this 
person living next door to your mother?" the brown
skinned viewer knows he does not mean her. 

The White Shirt, by Hunkpapa First Nation video artist 
Dana Claxton, makes the absurdity of white immigration 
officials abroad deciding who comes here eminently clear. 
A white western style shirt washes ashore on a beach 
where there are already footprints. In the upper right 
hand corner of the screen, as though in the shirt's imagi
nation, appears an image of a pristine beach, unmarked 
by any human presence. The shirt brings with it a few 
other items-a bead, a pocketwatch, a coin, a book, a 
crucifix. The coin turns out to be an "Indian Head" 
nickel, and the book, not the Bible as one might expect, 
but a copy of Marx's Capital, open to the chapter on capi
tal accumulation. These represent, of course, money, 
time, Christianity, greed and by implication the separation 
of people from the land and the objectification and 
commodification of living things, including people. The 
shirt becomes progressively more transparent as these 
objects are revealed. The shirt clearly references the 

human body, if not in its corporeality then in its concep
tion. But the body itself is absent in tl1is piece, making it 
an interesting juxtaposition against Who Gets In? 

In the latter piece we are constantly made aware of the 
supposed excess of humanity that motivates the very 
dehumanizing treatment of potential immigrants and 
refugees meted out by Canadian immigration officials. 
Claxton's video allows us to make the following connec
tion: if white folks imagined North America unpopulated 
when they came, do they also imagine the so-called 
"Third World" as over-populated? On the one hand is the 
myth of the empty pristine nation awaiting discovery, and 
on the other the myth of teeming hordes of dark-skinned, 
black-haired immigrants clamouring to overrun it. In 
botl1 cases, these mathematical (and economic) fantasies 
are used to justify terrible abuse and exploitation. 

Sheila James' Unmapping Desire speaks to the artificiality 
of borders and immigration criteria. A South Asian 
woman's body is inscribed with lines and maps-borders 
literally drawn in dark pencil across her body. This 
woman falls in love with another South Asian woman, 
but tl1ey are separated by borders, pawns in a men's game 
of chess that is played, literally again, on their bodies. The 
woman is marked with the words "rejected," "visa 
denied," "no entry" and "undesirable." James poetically 
physicalizes the trauma by invoking the body in all its 
softness and sensuality. The literalization of borders as 

black pencil marks on skin draws the connection that 
Immigration Canada attempts, through distancing tactics 
and bureaucratic channels, to obfuscate. (We have 
witnessed these obfuscating, distancing techniques in the 
NFB documentary-an immigration official speaks 
through a telephone to immigration hopefuls on the other 
side of bulletproof glass; people are denied entry on the 
basis of paper pre-applications; the voice-over tells us how 
Mike Molloy cannot personally afford to get involved as 
there are always more people and more cases the next 
day.) In James' video, the lovers shower together in tl1e 
rain, and the maps and labels wash away, leaving only a 
trace of their former presence-the word "desirable." 

While both James and Claxton clearly articulate the 
absurdity and constructedness of nations and borders, 
and point to their terrible effects, Paul Wong's adrenalated 
public service announcements address the complexities of 
language around race, migration and borders. His work 
calls up the conflicting realities associated with various 
ways of thinking, with the intent, it seems, of generating 
discussion. He does not take a position per se on the 
issue. In some ways tl1is ambivalent approach is frustrat
ing. The two pieces shown at "Exposure" were short, and 
their pace extremely fast. As public service announce
ments they are meant to be viewed like advertising
repeatedly and with one's critical faculties shut off. They 
move so quickly that it is not possible to view them 
critically in one screening. Instead they work on the 
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subconscious, the way much thinking on race in this 
country does. 

The first piece, titled / am a Refugee, provides a rapid-fire 
series of numerous students of colour stating refugee 
status and country of origin. In the background there is 
news footage of some of the recent migrants at CFB 
Esquimalt where they were first held upon their arrival, 
always behind chainlink fence, handcuffed and being 
manhandled by burly white immigration officers in yellow 
jackets with the letters IMMIGRATION officiously inscribed 
across the backs. There are images of Asian faces in 
yellow school buses-the migrants being transported from 
one detention centre to another? Or students on their way 
to school? In the foreground an arsenal of loaded words is 
fired at us-"alcoholic," "tomboy," "poofter," "goy," 
"chug," "coolie," "coon." In the voice-over, students 
intone their dreams-"! want to be a chartered 
general accountant," "I want to be a famous 
dancer." The piece closes with an image of the 
governor general, Adrienne Clarkson, in a speech
giving moment, looking her elegant, successful best. 

The second piece, Prisoner's Lament, uses a similar 
rapid-fire montage of words, voice-over and images -
of migrants walking handcuffed down a gangplank, of a 
street person holding up a sign that says "Feed Our 
People First." But the bulk of the rear-screen images in 
this piece is footage shot by Yang Yue-qing and Teresa 



Marshall at the Burnaby Correctional Centre for Women 
(BCCW) last year, of two migrant women singing a song 
they had composed to bemoan their fate. Only the backs 
of the women's heads appear, presumably to preserve 
their anonymity. A barrage of text is again volleyed
"deny," "deport," "dreaming," "ethnic cleansing," "smug
gled," "hostage," "human rights," "job," while the young 
students intone "I want to be a chef," "I want to be a 
marine biologist ... " Along the bottom of the screen scrolls 
a translation of the women's lament. "You saved us to be 
locked up in your prisons. Is this your justice? I do not 
understand .... We are shuffled here to there, days and 
nights turn into months. My tears never stop .... What is 
the crime? We do not understand .... " 

On the one hand, the barrage of te~t gets the viewer 
thinking. What is the context for the hostile reception the 
recent migrants have received in British Columbia and 
across the country? There is clearly a long history-Wong 
invokes the Komagata Maru incident, the Chinese 
Exclusion Act, the Head Tax. The barrage of "bad 
words"-because it is a barrage, volleyed rapid-fire and 
out of context-tends, however, to bleach them of their 
meaning. Through the images and voices of well-adjusted, 
assimilated youth of colour, a kind of normalcy is 
produced that is itself disturbing because in spite of the 
students' claims (I am a refugee, I was born in Korea, I 
was born in Vietnam ... ) their difference has been 
contained. Or has it? Does the barrage of text come down 
to the barrage of human dilemmas that face Mike Molloy 
in his Nairobi post, a barrage that Immigration Canada, 
with its severely constricted imagination, can only reduce 
to the question "Do you have what Canada wants?" 

The post-screening discussion suffered from a peculiar 
incongruence of distances from the issue. Dana Claxton, 
having just come from dinner with her family, related a 
few anecdotes about their takes on the situation. She was 
surprised to learn that many of her loved ones thought the 
migrants should be sent back. In response to her pointing 
out that her own grandmother was Chinese, one family 
member remarked, "Well, if it weren't for her, you'd be a 
fullblood." Claxton, amused and puzzled, remarked that 
she didn't realize how progressive she was, within the 
context of her family, to think otherwise. Gaik Cheng 
Khoo gave a close reading on some of the tropes emerging 
from Who Gets In? While her analysis was interesting, it 
was in some ways a misfire-too close to the text and too 
far from the immediate issue to draw the audience in. 
Yang Yue-qing, a film/videographer best known for her 

Sculpture by Eldon Garnet, 
sponsored by the Foundation to Commemorate the Chinese Railroad 
Workers in Canada and the City of Toronto, 1989. 
Photo: Pete Dako 

Feature 

documentary Nu Shu: A Hidden Language of Women in 
China, and a frequent visitor to the BCCW, spoke about 
her frustrations with the prison, the terrible effects of 
long-term incarceration of the women, and her exaspera
tion at being limited to videotaping only the backs of the 
women's heads after the bureaucratic logistics of bringing 
video equipment into the prison were finally worked out. 
She spoke at length of her fury with a recent Georgia 
Straight article that compared the prison to a university 
campus. The reviewer had written that one of the impris
oned women told him how comfortable she was at BCCW. 

He mistook what was clearly mere politeness on her part 
for an authoritative confirmation that the women's 
imprisonment was not disagreeable to them. Yang's 
discussion was frank and passionate, but in many ways 
too close to the situation to make sense to audience 
members not directly involved with DARE. 

Still from Unmapping Desire, Sheila James, 1999, video. 
Distributor: Video Out 

In general, the discussions were long and, except for 
Claxton's breezy words, lacking in focus. Audience 
members were tired. I have heard both Khoo and Yang at 
other moments speak eloquently to the issue-Khoo 
outside the Refugee and Immigration Board last fall, and 
Yang in front of the BCCW on a first DARE visit to the 
prison-so I do not think the fault was in them as speak
ers. Rather, I think that at a community level, the discus
sion is still a nascent one, and a publicly agreed upon 
vocabulary around it has not yet settled. This moment, 
four months after the public forum at the Heritage Hall, 
had the vantage point of some months during which 
speakers and audience alike could think about and 
discuss the issue. However, as most of the migrants 
remain in prison and there is little activity at the level of 
the mainstream media, it seemed harder in this moment 
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for those involved to grasp onto a particular narrative or 
framework of thinking. Knowledge that the migrants' 
refugee cases are being accelerated to facilitate speedier 
deportation is available; however, the mainstream media 
is providing little coverage of this aspect. 

The chaos of this evening event was exciting in tlrnt it was 
full of the promise and possibility for new ways of looking 
at migration. However, it also showed the difficulty of 
creating an oppositional politic in the face of a main
stream that uses media furor and media silence as part of 
a strategy to keep certain people-the poor and the 
brown-out. Perhaps the moment does not call for an 
oppositional politic at all, but a community building one. 
As Nandita Sharma suggested at the October forum, 
perhaps it is time to imagine a world without borders, in 
which people can move freely as need requires. If a lais
sez-faire attitude eventually produces overcrowding in 
urban centres, is this any worse than the situation tl1at 
already exists? Worse for whom? The crisis of this 
moment is one of legitimacy. Who ought to have the right 
to say who comes and goes? Those who were here first-
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Still from The Shirt, Dana Claxton, 1994, video. Distributor: Video Out. 

aboriginal peoples? Those who planted a British flag on tl1is 
soil? Or those who have been moving for centuries and 
continue to do so? Perhaps a little chaos is necessary in 
order to explore the answers to these questions. 

For those directly involved on the front line the situation is 
getting more heated, more desperate and more devastating 
as is it clear that after the deportations are complete that 
many jail sentences in China, with their attendant rapes and 
beatings, will soon follow. What is also clear is that the 
women, some still imprisoned at the BCCW, some moved to a 
correctional facility for both women and men in Prince 
George, understand their position without the benefit of 
media pundits, academic discussions or activist rallies. 
"What is to be my fate?" they sing. "Judge, oh, judge, please 
give me my freedom." 

Thanks to As/wk Mathur and Rita Wong for their support and feedback 
on this piece. Thanks also to Fatima Jaffer, Nandita Sharma and Sun era 
Thobani, whose texts in the November 1999 issue o/Kinesis I drew from. 

Money Lures 

Richard Mock 
"The Works" Arts Festival 
Scotia Bank, Main Floor, Edmonton Alberta, June 25-July 7, 1999 

Review by Allan Antliff 

I have long admired New York-based 
Richard Mock for his outspoken commit
ment to anarchism and his clear-sighted 
attacks on contemporary injustices. 
Consequently I was delighted when I 
learned that Edmonton's ·works" Arts 
Festival was mounting an installation of his 
sculptures, in a bank lobby no less. But 
then Mock has a way of getting what he 
wants, this exhibit has graced several 
banks in the United States and Germany 
(hesitating bank managers get a free lure, 

Mock tells me). 

The exhibit featured about 100 of the 
money-lure sculptures dangling from wires 
strung in a row along a marble wall of the 
Scotia Bank. Each lure has a nasty hook 
arching out in the vicinity of its shiny head 
and was decorated with brightly coloured 
beads and wires. Bits of human bone pro
truded from some, and every one of them 
bristled with money. The money, I should 
add, is real. Mock buys it pre-shredded 
from a scientific supply house. 

R e v i e w s Visual Art 

The lures take aim at the capitalist political 
economy by playing up money's role in our 
alienation from nature, encapsulated in a 
hostile technology that pre-dates the 
invention of capital itself. I'm talking about 
fish lures, those ugly human imitations of 
bugs and worms, with barbed hooks that 
lodge in the mouth of a fish, ripping and 
tearing the creature as it struggles to 

escape. 

Money Lures, installation view, Richard Mock, 1999. 
Shown on main floor, Scotia Bank, Edmonton. 
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Money is capitalism's update on the fish 

lure, a life-negating weapon now firmly 

lodged in the fabric of the planet because 

we're all hooked on it. Mack's money lures 

point to capitalism's origins in a general 

contempt for all living beings while bring

ing us up to date on just how destructive 

that stance has becom_e. After all, the only 

creatures on this planet attracted to money 

are humans. Money is the goal in the great 

round of capitalist exchange, which only 

knows how to sustain life by killing it. Strip 

mine the earth and leach ii with cyanide 

for gold, cast drift-nets and empty the 

ocean for pet food, spew ozone-depleting 

CFCs into the stratosphere for air condi

tioning, but above all else pray lo your 

gods for profits, because the "health" of 

the economy depends on ii. 

Looking at the lures I was reminded of 

Lawrence H. Summers, former chief econo

mist for the World Bank and vice-president 

for development economics; now treasury 

under-secretary in the Clinton administration. 

Summers first gained notoriety in 1992 for cir

culating a memo to six top-echelon World 

Bank administrators on the topic of industries 

polluting wealthy nations. He wrote, 

Just between you and me, shouldn't 
the World Bank be encouraging 
more migration of the dirty 
industries to the LDCs [less devel
oped countries]? The measurement 
of the costs of health impairing pol
lution depends on the foregone 
earnings from increased morbidity 
and mortality. From this point of 
view a given amount of health 
impairing pollution should be done 
in the country with the lowest cost, 
which will be in the country with 
the lowest wages. I think the eco
nomic logic behind dumping a load 
of toxic waste in the lowest wage 
country is impeccable and we should 
face up to that. 

Money works magic. It whisks industrial 

toxins from the lowly environmental realm 
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Money Lures, detail, Richard Mock, 30.S x 7.6 x 10.2 cm, 1998. 

to the high peaks of economics, where 

titans like Summers number-crunch the 

figures to conclude that yes, rich people's 

cancers cost more than poor people's 

cancers. Hence the impeccable logic of 

polluting the planet to maintain a healthy 

global economy "on the cheap." 

But I digress. The hundred or so lures 

trying to hook me in the Scotia Bank 

lobby were just a playful ruse for the real 

thing, namely the dehumanizing reward

and-punishment economics of capital 

waiting within. As Mock puts it, "acquiring 

money is a cultural obsession" that ·takes 

over other areas that could have been 

emotionally rewarding. Money itself has no 

emotion connected to it. To value it as you 

would a life companion is absurd." And yet 

people do value money over their capacity 

to be human, day in and day out, each 

time they rush past a street person on the 

way to the bank. Which is lo say that our 

current stale of affairs is not only unsus

tainable, ii is soul-crushing as well. 

Allan Antliff is assistant professor of 

art history at the University of Alberta. 

His book, Anarchist Modernism: The 

Making of the First American Avant

Garde, isforthcomingfrom the University of 

Chicago Press in the fall of 2000. 

Shadovv States 

Carol Laing 
The Red Head Gallery, Toronto, November 3-27, 1999 

Review by Janice Andreae 

"For the facts that make up the world 
need the non-factual as a vantage point 
from which to be perceived." 

-Ingeborg Bachmann, The Franza Case 

The surfaces of two small parallel paint

ings, Same, and Different (1998). act as an 

index to reading the other four surfaces of 

Carol Laing's installation site. One is cotton 

canvas stretched tautly over a wooden 

frame, the other, damask linen, its alter

nating weave of flat and twisted thread, 

reflected by the light. To both surfaces she 

has applied the same ferro verde oil pig

ment, but the effect of each is entirely dif

ferent. The formal monochromatic canvas, 

with the same even matte surface, sug

gests the social context of the public 

museum. However, the different damask 

surface is vulnerable, responds lo contact, 

and recalls private, domestic, decorative 

traditions. For me, the damask surface sig

nifies the cherished space of my grand

mother's bedroom; ii marks that intimate 

connection and loss. 

The south wall carries fourteen barely legi

ble graphite drawings on Mylar, placed in 

a narrative line, level with the viewer's 

gaze. Running parallel, on the north wall, 

fourteen small oil paintings of various 

sizes, on paper and Mylar, are arranged in 

the manner of a nineteenth-century salon, 

using the whole wall surface. Though 

exhibiting characteristic economy of mater

ial means, these drawings and paintings 

One of fourteen framed paintings from the 
Flood Paintings (Arno Series), 

Carol Laing, oil on Mylar, 1999. 
Photo: Peter MacCallum. 

are a departure from Laing's previous site

specific installations and interests in text, 

stencil and decorative wall surfaces, 

although such elements are deployed on 

the remaining two wall surfaces. On the 

west wall, beside the Same, and Different 

canvases, is a large white space occupied 

by a silver text listing fourteen of the eigh

teen named lakes on the moon, in 

parallel columns, carefully positioned 

according to syllabic and letter count. 

Opposite, the east wall holds a flat mural, 

abstracted from a lunar site detail of the 

Sea of Tranquillity, which has been hand 

stenciled using a powder-filled damask 

bag of graphite on to a monochromatic, 

R e v i e w s Visual Art 

warm mid-grey wall surface. Laing 

employs labour-intensive activity, but the 

gallery site is stripped of distraction, bare 

and minimalist. She locates her viewer in 

a precisely constructed space, where the 

four wall surfaces operate simultaneously. 

An eclectic found-art collection of dark 

hand-made wooden frames, culled from 

collectors near her South Bay home, 

houses the Flood Paintings (Arno Series) 

(1999). Laing notes that these paintings (in 

oil on Mylar or paper, and resembling 

da Vinci's water studies) were improvised 

from scanned photographic images of the 

1966 flood of the Arno River in Florence. 
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The flood paintings cue the ghost 
drawings by subtly prompting me to shift 
my gaze to their parallel location on the 
south wall. This performed, I r,ead across 
the material, historical and cultural con
texts of these images, in a short-circuited, 
non-linear way. Visual signifiers slip into 
visual play and "float free of the contexts 
that first shaped them." 1 

With the Ghost Drawings (Bachmann 

Series) (1999). Laing sets in motion a 

process of looking for Ingeborg Bachmann, 
a post-World War II Austrian woman writer 
and poet born in 1926, who died in a fire at 
the age of 47. By deliberately overlapping 
and blurring the borders between image 
and wall surface, Laing prevents her 
viewer from deciphering the figure of 
Bachmann, who literally disappears into 
the material surface of the wall. The 
translucent Mylar is a material veil that 
hides the specificity of Laing's photo
graphic sources of Bachmann's life. In the 
same way the material surface of the wall 
hides the nameless female protagonist 
who disappears into the wall in Malina, a 
novel and a fragment of the Todesarten 

(Ways of Dying) project left uncompleted at 
Bachmann's death. Laing draws attention 

to the temporal and geographical gaps 
separating Bachmann's own existence 
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from her presence here recollected 
through processes of tracing and braiding 
signifiers of Bachmann's life that have 
been altered through various technologies 
of photographic and digital reproduction, 
as well as manually tracing technically 
inverted (positive to negative) images. 

The graphite traces make the minimal 
statement of Bachmann's presence visible. 
Instead of reading these images as a com
bination of referents to an idea of her iden
tity located in an historical context, I read 
what is visible of her on the surface before 
me. For it is the difficult task of seeing and 
reading clearly that Laing deliberately 
makes problematic for her viewers, looking 
at the paper without relying upon the tradi
tional systems of representation that 
inform the construction of knowledge and 
identity. Made simply, using graphite pencil 
on Mylar, the ghost drawings at first 
appear to be abstract areas of light and 
dark, smudges and spaces without refer
ence outside their borders: Devoid of the 
pictorial detail of their photographic 
sources, these surfaces can not be 
deciphered as representational in any 

traditional way, despite their paradoxical 
order in what appears to be a biographical 
narrative. There is no verbal text, nothing 
that aids observation and conclusion. Such 

a fictional dilemma also figures in 
Bachmann's Three Paths to the Lake 

(originally published as Simultan in 1972) 

and suggests a fragmented way of 
reading these surfaces, disrupting and 
complicating the seemingly temporal 
linearity of narrative. 

By challenging conventions of pictorial 
representation, portraiture and biography, 
Laing proposes a fictional reading of these 
systems for representing reality, one that 
undermines Western reason. She contin
ues Bachmann's project of querying repre
sentational systems employed to construct 
knowledge, characterized as binary, cate
gorical and controlling, "invented not so 
much to enable us to get closer to reality 
as for the purpose of warding it off, of pro
tecting against it."2 Laing draws attention 
to, and breaks with, conventional repre
sentational practices by manipulating the 
angle of viewing and regulating apparent 
distance, proximity and image resolution. 
She thereby draws her viewer closer to 
these fictionalized surfaces where, as she 
observed in her curatorial essay for 
Picture Theory, "identity is also internally 

fractured and externally multiple."3 The 
indeterminacy of the shadowy images of 
Bachmann's life and their indeterminate 
connection with each other and the other 

wall surfaces repositions the viewer's activ
ity from seeing to looking at these surfaces 
as places for discovery, which in turn 
recalls her point that "the notion of identity 
is one of process and performance." 4 With 
this in mind, Laing crisscrosses temporal 
and spatial boundaries to effect a process 
of response-making in her viewing subject. 

Laing argues that the viewer's subject 
position can become "a complex spatial 
metaphor" where "the ways in which iden

tity and location can be pictured must be 
imagined and produced."5 Accordingly, 
Shadow States stages a simultaneous play 
of surfaces where the picture making both 
refers to and disrupts traditions of cross
disciplinary representational practices. It 
draws together fragments of concrete 
images, abstract and minimalist represen
tational practices, and text, the names of 
lunar lakes (joy, sorrow, solitude, death ... ) 
recorded in the gazetteer of the 1997 NASA 

Atlas of the Solar System. Laing confronts 
the limitations of language, breaks with 
institutionalized ways of seeing and pic
tures the currents and tides of human 
existence, images of water are repeated 
and varied throughout this exhibition. 
In the shadowy interplay of traces and 
connections, frayed, disrupted and lost, 
Laing pictures the possibility of recovering, 
in Bachmann's poetic words from 
"Nachtflug," ·unsres Herzens vergessene 
Sprache.''6 

opposite: One of fourteen framed paintings 
from the Flood Paintings (Anio Series), 
Carol Laing, oil on Mylar, 1999. 
Photo: Peter MacCallum. 

Janice Andreae is a visual artist and writer 

living in Toronto. 

Notes 

1. In "The Tracing of an Image is the Effacing of an 

Image· Carol Laing re-proposes the detail as visual 

category resulting from a viewing (body) process that 

"plays with visual slippages and the capacity of the 

visual to 'picture' ambiguities." She states, "represen

tation has proved itself to be a remarkably elastic, 

even an eccentric, place o\lfor practice. More open 

than closed, complex and overfull of phantasmic 

sites, its residues track the body's traversals across 

histories and cultures." See Picture Theory, the book

worWcatalogue for the exhibition of the same title 

Laing curated at YY2 Artists· Outlet, Toronto, March 

22-April 15, 1995, pp. 32-33. 

2. Christa Wolf on Bachmann. "A Letter· in Feminist 

Aesthetics, ed. Gisela Ecker (London, The Women's 

Press, 1985). p. 106. 

3. Here I am literally employing Laing's own words in 

her essay "Locating the Crisscrossed Subject• from 

Picture Theory, op. cit., p.10. 

4. Ibid 

5. Ibid. 

6. I translate this line from Bachmann's poem 

"Nachtflug" ("Night Soaring") as "our heart's forgotten 

language." 

Reviews VisualArt 

Ghost Drawings (Bachmann Series) 
(details from a series of fourteen), 

Carol Laing, graphite on Mylar, 1999. 
Photos: Peter MacCallum. 
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Container 

Paul Perchal 
Video In, Vancouver, December 4, 1999-January 14, 2000 

Review by Francisco Ibanez-Carrasco 

AIDS commemoration has turned into slick 
protease inhibitor advertisements in maga
zines like POZ or The Advocate. Our collec
tive skin has exfoliated its AIDS lesions, gay 
characters in the media dispense witty 
family-oriented repartee and many of us 
engage in celebratory barebacking, now 
that we all bask in the post-AIDS glee-'hang
over. In the background, Cher digitally 
yodels "Do you believe in life after love?" 
counterpointing a grim question Leo 
Bersani posed a decade ago, 
"Is the rectum a grave?" 

So it is almost threatening to one's "gay" 
disposition to walk into Paul Perchal's 
installation, Container, at Video In artist 
centre in Vancouver. Whati No rave atmos
phere? No explicit adult sex depicted on 
these premises? Instead, the atmosphere 
created by this installation is that of men
ace. 
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Three doors lead nowhere fast-two of 
them mere projections on panels, one 
peephole in the middle door and one 
exhaust-breathing vent, a phantasmal eye 
projected on the bare wall at my back. 
Suddenly, I am not inside it, I am in "it." 
This "it," appropriately titled Container, is a 
simple representational apparatus which 
sets out to contain with vengeful precision. 
Soundless, with chilled-to-the-bone colours 
and contours, Container feels like, and 
stands for, the most hideous corner in any 
institutional building. Percha! invokes the 
terrifying Foucauldian panopticon. And 
when I entered and saw the other new
comers, other figures in the dark, standing 
there, not knowing what to do, discon
certed, I think I understood. Container 
depicts closeted recesses of one's mind 
where years of control, of care not to 
offend, of passing, of trying not to be too 
flaming or too loud or too infected, are 

stowed away. I felt flat, silenced by my 
surroundings. The ubiquitous small plastic 
glass of wine served at art openings didn't 
help one bit to make me feel any better-I 
was effectively contained. 

A gush of anger lapped me up when I read 
Perchal's artist's commentary, which 
makes connections between Container and 
public policy on HIWAIDS. One more instance 
of appropriation of my oh-so-legitimate HIV 
experience, I quickly thought. Why do we 
need the artist's written statement? Why 
do we need hockey players to comment on 
the game? Maybe simply for the pleasure 
of seeing them sweat. Later, I reckoned 
that he wasn't trying to explain to me, to 
repackage as it were, my own AIDS experi
ences. Percha! had in fact designed a par
adigmatic architectural space that can 
stand for many of the institutional spaces 
in which I amwe are contained. Such intra
mural spaces require written signs and 
rules so one is clearly reminded of their 
function and of one's place. This installa
tion was not meant to be my refuge, like so 
much AIDS-related art attempts to be; this 
was meant to make me angry and to instill 
fear in others. We, the shadowy figures, 
the whispering demonic nuns, sisters of 
perpetual indulgence, out of the rain, 
cloaked in our winter coats, were still life 
embedded in the installation. 

Wandering around this austere installation 
is to become enveloped in the container. 
Suddenly, exploding pop notions of gay 
sexuality, even the most straight-laced of 
heterosexualities seem friendly in compari
son to the space that the artist gives me. 
For example, Percha! has re-camouflaged 

current gay-friendly stereotypes-armours 
of aroused muscles, piercings and tat
toos-in regulation coveralls in a prison 
cell. Paradoxical as it is to see Perchal's 
own supple body give birth to such a 
Rosemary's baby, it is not surprising 
because in the midst of our newfound 
glory and liberation, we, Queers, still have 
to contain ourselves everyday. 

Some days after I saw this installation, I 
had the chance to talk to Percha!. In doing 
so, I realized I had "missed" two elements 
of his work. First, every time I looked 
through the peephole of the main door of 
the installation, there was a camera 
recording my face, and whatever grimace 
it had on it, and then projecting it with a 
ten-second delay-through what I initially 
took to be a vent-on my backl Shit1 The 
joke was on me! My own imprisoned image 
had been creeping up on my back without 
my knowing it. The gesture was intrusive, 
like the little digital cameras which I have 
had glided down my throat to detect inter
nal KS lesions. It was one more way in 
which Perchal's work resisted providing 
me with comic relief. Second, Percha! told 
me that the two actors in the video feed 
were a man and a woman. I had thought 
they were two men. (Somebody else told 
Percha! they had thought they were two 
women.) I had wanted them to be two men, 
their androgyny seemed yet another bitter 
joke Percha! plays on us in order to let us 
know how contained we are. 

But fortunately Percha! fails on one 
account. He fails to contain the provoca
tion of his work, so that our interest in it 
remains long after our solemn walk 
through his sinister allegoric installation. 

In his disquieting provincial life, 
Francisco Ibanez-Carrasco is a 
fiction/non-fiction writer in Vancouver, 
a procrustean social science researcher in the 
local and modest AIDS industry, plays a Ph.D. 
doctor in university classrooms where he 
shapes impressionable minds, and aspires to 
be a full ll/V + leather whore and be alive to 
tell all these stories. 
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Installation views of Co11tainer, Paul Percha!, 1999-2000. 
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Breaking Bread over Foodculture 
Foodculture: Tasting Identities and Geographies in Art 

Edited by Barbara Fischer 
YYZ Books, Toronto, 1999 

Review essay by Renuka Sooknanan 

The essays featured in Barbara Fischer's 

Foodculfure, Tasting Identities and 

Geographies in Art are part of a growing 

body of writing on the relationship between 

food, culture and art. This collection helps 

to surface the problematic tensions 

involved in the representation of food in 

art. And while, as Barbara Fischer argues 

in her introduction to Foodculfure, there is 

currently an "explosion" in all things 

related to food-from books, magazines 

and stores devoted to cookbooks and time

saving cooking gadgetry, to a twenty-four 

hour television food channel and "spe

cialty" food sections in your local grocery

what is lacking in this "explosion" is an 

analysis of the politics of food. But not to 

worry, Fischer and company demonstrate 

through critical and thoughtful exposition 

that the politics of food and its multiple, 

complex relationships to art, shifting art 

practices and placetgeography is worthy of 

examination in this time of "explosion." 

On a recent family visit to Trinidad, I took a 

copy of Foodculture with me. Glancing at 

the book now and then on the plane to 

Trinidad, I began to recall the various 

foods, snack foods in particular, I would be 

enjoying once I got there. While these 

same snack foods are easily accessible in 

Toronto, something about being in Trinidad 

and eating these foods thoroughly 

engages the senses. There is a popular 

junction in a district of Trinidad called 

Debay. Anytime you hunger for the very 

best in local fast foods, chances are you 

will end up in Debay. I certainly did. 

Imagine this scenario, a busy main street, 

cars parked wherever there is space avail-
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able, food stands one after the other, no 

seating, no tables, no utensils. You move 

from one stand to the other, trying any 

and everything you wish. Most of the foods 

offered at the stands are locally referred to 

as "fried food." From poulorri, doubles, 

beighani and saheena-all loaded down 

with mango or tamarind chutneys and 

ulcer-forming hot sauces-to cold drinks, 

you stand and eat and lick the juices of 

the toppings as they run down your hands 

and forearm. In Debay, food is not confined 

to the home or the restaurant, eating eti

quette is disrupted and the street plays 

host to as many as it can safely hold. Food 

in this place not only provides for social 

encounters, it showcases local culinary 

artistry and performance. 

a review, a cafe on Queen and art 

I've become keenly aware of how impor

tant food has become to my practice as a 

writer. Even as I start this review, I am 

perched in the glass-fronted windows of 

Tequila Bookworm, a mouth-watering tuna 

sandwich in front of me amongst my vari

ous articles and magazines. I'm reminded 

of how many editorial meetings I've had 

here, how many revisions were attempted 

sitting here. But mostly, I think of the many 

artists who eat and show their work here. 

While I don't want to suggest that the poli

tics of art, food and place boil down, so to 

speak, to what's hanging on the wall at a 

local cafe, I do want to point out that there 

is a hierarchy in place that distinguishes a 

cafe from a gallery. This cultural hierarchy 

is in direct reference to the difficulty young 

artists experience in finding places to show 

their work. Frequenting local cafes that 

feature the work of artists is one way I 

engage with contemporary art. The idea of 

art on the wall of a cafe disrupts the formal 

culture of the gallery, nuancing the experi

ence of art with the local and popular. In 

this sense food mediates between the poli

tics of place (cafe, gallery, Trinidad) and 

art. These convergences and intersections 

are indicative of multiple and shifting art 

practices and politics, politics that the con

tributors to Foodculture deconstruct, nar

rate and make infinitely complex. From the 

coded particularities of cucumbers in 

European art to cookies found in 

Amsterdam, Foodculture examines the 

representation of food, its cultural signifi

cance and historical, colonial and dias

poric relevance to art. Themes in 

Foodculfure problematize identity, the 

body, sexuality, origins, technology and 

the plurality of senses which are called 

upon to make art, think art, taste art. 

For the first time, as suggested by the title 

of this book, food and culture come 

together, fused into one word, foodculture. 

This fusion is interesting on two accounts. 

Firstly, food has long been associated with 

culture in ways that have been problem

atic. In Canadian cultural representation 

with its limited and limiting federal multicul

tural policy, "encounters" between "ethnic" 

groups who are mostly marginalized, dias

poric and always "from somewhere else," 

fulfill stereotypically flawed and racist rep

resentations of communities in Canada. 

Food, dress, language and customs 

become part of an extended "caravan" that 

mediates everyday activities and material 

conditions between and among these com

munities. 

What happens when food and culture are 

fused in racist cultures is an analytical 

imperative. For example, food tempers the 

way inclusionary/exclusionary practices 

are carried out. If in racist cultures we 

read food and culture as fused, what per

sists at an everyday level is discrimination 

based on difference. Difference that is cel

ebrated and framed simplistically by our 

multicultural policy is incommensurable, to 

say the least, with the "new cultural politics 

of difference" 1 which contests the limited 

field of representational possibilities being 

called for by those who have been, and 

continue to be, othered. It is why foods 

most associated with "we others" will 

always be referred to as "ethnic," as hav

ing "exotic" flavours and aromas. Thus 

Roland Barthes argued that "all food 

serves as a sign among the members of a 

given society."2 

In Foodculture however, the coming 

together of the two words is more like a 

strategy that aims to make political the 

processes that otherize and occlude. 

Tuning in to the Cooking Channel, it is vir

tually impossible to miss the blending, 

tossing and seasonings that unsteady the 

ways we have traditionally cooked. There 

is a need, I think, to mix extraordinary culi

nary and olfactory experiences with those 

aesthetic practices that challenge and 

interrupt as they narrate personal histo

ries, attend to global and local phenomena 

and bring new analysis to previously 

untouchable work. In this respect, art, 

land, food and culture become conversant 

rather than remain rigidly-defined, exclu

sive realms. 

In fact, tradition is what is being tested as 

cooks explore the various ways fusion 

plays in food, rejecting the normative ways 

ritualistic preparation and certain "exper

tise· have come to limit flavour, colour, 

smells. Also at stake here is the way tradi

tion becomes a way of authorizing exclu

sionary practices. Attempts at positioning 

new cooking methods and techniques is a 

matter of questioning "pure" or standard 

ways of attending to food. What 

Foodculture signals is the onset of cultural 

creolization. 

diaspora, difference and erasure 

The concept of "tasting identities" referred 

to in Foodcu/ture's subtitle is a richly com

plex way to think about what identity might 

mean to oral sensibilities when art, food 

and culture collide. If we think about the 

act of tasting and at the same time under

stand that identity is the shared sense of 

ourselves, how then is the act of oral con

sumption like deconstructing the processes 

of identity and identification? Tasting, an 

activity of differentiation, concerns plea

sure and displeasure. When identity is fac

tored into this dichotomy, tasting shifts to 

perform an acute function for marking dif

ference. "Tasting identities" speaks to the 

interplay and tension between similitude 

and alterity in contemporary cultural poli

tics. In a sense, Foodculture is a kind of 

epistemological demand between the pro

duction of art and ethical commentary. 

That art practitioners are exploring the 

relations of identity and difference through 

the medium of food indicates a need to link 

historical legacy (colonialism, imperialism) 

to everyday struggles. Here I am thinking 

of the contributions of Fred Wha, Yau 

Ching, Millie Chen, Ping-Kwan Leung and 

Jamelie Hassan to this book. 

R e v i e w s Books 

The politics of difference and erasure are 

thematized in essays by Yau Ching and 

Deborah Root that wage analytical battles 

of identity and disidentification by way of 

examining the essentialized and authentic 

desires expressed in Chinese fast foods 

and President's Choice cuisine. While 

Ching articulates the perils of diaspora and 

difference, Root focuses on the global 

availability of food and shows that the 

world has become a very small place when 

our desires are anticipated by food entre

preneurs like Dave Nichols. It is Ching and 

Root's common contemplation of how food 

performs certain erasures that is poignant, 

but it is their unapologetic analysis that is 

in the end poetic. 

Both Ching and Root reveal the ease with 

which the erasure of identity is achieved. 

For Ching, erasure occurs when Chinese 

food becomes first "Asianized" then finally 

relegated to the realm of "ethnic" cuisine. 

Food, identity and diaspora become inter

twined when Chinese food is "unified" 

under this one recognizable category. 

Ching argues, "Chinese food becomes too 

visible; becomes a homogeneous signifier 

for difference"(152). So while Chinese food 

becomes "visible," Ching becomes invisible 

as a result of the same racist process. 

In Root's personal narrative, returning to 

Canada after living in Amsterdam illus

trated to her that the invisibility and era

sure of place is simply a matter of finding 

cookies specific to the avondverkoo;? 

experience on her grocery shelf. 

Amsterdam travels to her instead of she to 

Amsterdam. This story, Root reveals, is 

what happens when lived experience is 

substitutable; it is a story of the evil of glob

alization and a desire, a taste for "the 

other," wrapped up in neat packaging with 

"President's Choice" written over it. Class 

and racism play out vividly in store-aisle 

scenarios as consumers of these products 

imagine and exoticize cuisine, difference 

and travel with deep colonial nostalgia 

while simultaneously placing discriminating 
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value on "knowing" the other. For me, 

Root's essay exposes colonial practices as 

ongoing because the act of consuming 

"President's Choice" is fundamentally one 

of conquest. 

Whal I find intriguing about Ching and 

Root's work is its resonance with Fred 

Wah's "Mixed Grill" and "Famous Chinese 

Restaurant is the name of a." Wah's two 

short essays serve up a biting and 

sonorous critique of diaspora and what 

could be called, citing Homi Bhabha, a 

sense of hybridily. Between "authentic" 

colonial Chinese cuisine and today's fast 

food version, Wah manages to impress 

upon us the question of food's traces, 

origins and representation, what does an 

"improvised imitation of Empire cuisine" 

look like when ii assumes a hyphenated 

quality, that of "Chinese-Canadian"? The 

doubleness in Wah's "Mixed Grill" demon

strates the making of another space in 

Chinese cuisine, one which moves away 

from its colonial legacy, tempered by 

experiences of living in western Canada 

and the forces of assimilation and class 

struggle. 

Yet even as this movement lakes place, 

displacement and desire continue to juxta

pose each other. In "Famous Chinese 

Restaurant is the name of a" we are privy 

to the dichotomy between herilagelcustoms 

and "new world" experiences. This essay is 

a reading of the tensions al the site where 

East meets West and the negotiations that 

fester in relation to the process of naming, 

the longing for the homeland and the kind 

of racism that allows for exolicizalion to 

occur. When "Eastern" restaurants with 

names like "Elite" and "Diamond" shift to 

names like "Canadian Chinese Take-Out" 

and "All Stars" this phenomenon reeks of 

nationalist overtones and the struggle for 
identity. 

Bake Sale, Elaine Tin Nyo, performance, 1996. 
Photo: courtesy Deitch Projects, New York. 

The violence of racism, the loss of place 

and the pain and trauma inflicted by cow

ardly acts of hale is presented in Jamelie 

Hassan's The Hong Kong, for Dave and 

Lucy Hassan's short text and photo

graphic image detail the vandalizing and 

subsequent closing of a popular Szechwan 

restaurant, the "Hong Kong," which was 

owned and operated by Dave and Lucy 

Wong in London, Ontario. We are told that 

the thief who broke in and found no cash 

there started a fire and left racist graffiti, 

written in excrement, on the wall. 

movements, traces, land 

One of the most frightening messages 

about food, devastation and destruction 

comes from Anne Brydon's essay, 

"Cultivating Collapse." Brydon shows how 

food is able to trace and map incredible 

waste, consumption, and pillage. It shows 

our direct intervention in wealth and its 

unequal distribution, a process that has 

benefited a small percentage of the world's 

wealthiest people and accentuated depen

dency and inequality in developing 

nations. This essay makes us keenly 

aware that our continual quest for power 

has deforested, polluted, genetically modi

fied the food chain and possibly halted the 

search for alternative health cures, it 

demonstrates the poverty of our choices, 

and the morally bankrupt relationship we 

have to life other than human. Brydon 

warns that "the majority of North 

Americans remain only dimly aware of the 

intricate linkages between political stability, 

environmental security and food sup-

ply" (1O5). She effectively details the night

mares we may face in the not-too-distant 

future if we continue to take for granted 

the destruction we have levelled at the 

land and sustenance it produces. 

Andy Patton's contribution to Foodcu/fure 

examines Ron Benner's Trans,mission, 

Corn Vectors. Benner's work deals mainly 

with food cultivation, questioning art prac

tices and the role of food in the making of 

art. Benner's Tran&1nission traces corn's 

historical passage from the New World to 

India, China, Vietnam and elsewhere, a 

passage Patton calls "counter-motion." 

opposing ii to the route of trade during the 

reign of imperial production. When Patton 

takes up Boschaerl's Bouquet in A Niche, 

Patton notes that "in this painting, precious 

things are brought to Holland from the far

thest reaches of the earth, and in doing 

so, any sense of place is obliterated. The 

tulip from Turkey is brought together with 

dahlias from Mexico, and frilillaries from 

Persia and European roses"(131 ). In 

Patton's discussion of Benner and 

Boschaerl's work. which he argues stand 

in opposition to each other, movement and 

stasis become issues. Boschaerl's work 

presents a sense of movement "outstrip

ping the limitations of the natural 

world"(132) and a sense of placelessness. 

In contrast, Benner's work is "rooted in the 

ground, sewn, planted, tended," illustrat

ing its permanence. The comparative 

analysis makes us rethink the question of 

art as "made." 

fringe art and film 

Bill Arning calls food an "appropriate fringe 

art activity"(83). He references Ben 

Kinmonl's Waffles for an Opening, a piece 

in which food marks a deliberate shift in 

the making of art. This artwork is depen

dent on participation by the audience in 

eating waffles with Kinmonl. Through 

Waffles, meaning and the making of art 

become very involved projects. The audi

ence shifts from mere spectator to active 

member of a living piece, creating along 

with the artist. This production of art 

remains fluid and changing, enabling, 

Arning notes, "belier possibilities for art." 

In Felix Gonzalez-Torres' work, Arning 

shows how memory informs the process of 

viewing art. By suggesting that "the experi

ence of art most often takes place in mem

ory," Arning complicates the purely visualist 

sense in art. While viewing art may be a 

singular moment, memory of an artwork is 

always available. Gonzalez-Torres· candy 
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sculptures offer viewers the chance to eat 
the candy sculpture. But for Arning, view
ing while ingesting the sculpture shows that 
the effects of one piece of art •are still 
active in the mind when one has moved on 
to the next piece, so the candy must be 
understood as making manifest the art 
effects" (85). 

Tasting and aromatic practices in art are 
the subjects of Jim Orobnick's essay. 
Fittingly, it carries on issues to which 
Arning draws our attention. Customarily 
assigned lower hierarchical status, taste 
and smells are enjoying a centric position 
in the contemporary work of artists. These 
extra-sensorial involvements activated at 
the site/sight of an artist's work are a cor
poreal affair, smells and tastes enter into 
the body, and they consume us as we con
sume them. While the act of viewing is 
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Film still from Babette's Feast, 
dir. Gabriel Axel, 1987, 35mm, 102 min. 

Distributed by Orion Classics. 
Courtesy the Film Reference Library. 

stimulating, it remains rather one-dimen
sional when compared to the plural inges
tive possibilities of alternative art-making 
practices. Drobnick suggests that "the 
action of breathing in and swallowing col
lapses rigid dichotomies of viewer and 
object, self and other, even inside and out
side"(76). This provides us with a real 
sense of resisting traditional norms which 
have been perpetuated through containing 
the audience's participation in art to view
ing. The viewer is empowered by her activ
ity rather than offered a structured 
passivity. 

In Bridget Elliott and Anthony Purdy's 
"Feasting on Film," food is an important 

cultural signifier which is explored in three 
films, The Cook, The Thief, His Wife and 

Her Lover; Big Night and Babette's Feast. 

Food has been used in film to tell particu
lar stories about social issues, sexuality, 
gender, eros, class and race. Elliot and 
Purdy's review of these films raises ques
tions of food's taboos and transgressions, 
its narrative ability to investigate "ethics 
and aesthetics of restraint and excess in 
our culture"(89). Modernity and community, 
power, immigrant culture and desire all 
revolve around the artistry of food. The 
feast in Big Night is a tale of the struggle 
between Primo's mad search for the 
essential rapture of food and his brother's 

desire for financial success in America. This 
kind of internal, psychic drama in film does 
more than just present the audience with 
lovely snippets of filmic food; it addresses 
the complexity of art and of an artist's rela
tionship to medium and audience. 

cucumbers and taste in art 

Jennifer Fisher alerts us to the double 
meaning of "taste" in her essay, 
"Performing Taste." Taste is not only a bod
ily function, nor simply an oral affair. Taste 
is also a matter of "visualist habits of sepa

ration," a judgement, an informed point of 
view. And it is with the latter definition of 
taste that the issue and problematic of dif
ference arises. Fisher is vigilant to say that 
"what is needed are ... more fluid ways of 
moving across and between identities con
stituted in dillerence"(33). Thoroughly 
advocating for a "deferent sensory poli
tics," Fisher destabilizes the occularce
ntricity of taste asking her reader, "to think 
about not only how connections are 
"formed," but "performed" through experi
ences of flavour, incorporation, digestion 
and visceral reaction in relation to art"(38). 
She argues that taste's "closures of judge

ment" do not keep us open to "the perfor
mative aspect of the aesthetic that occurs 
in the spaces between judgments"(44). 

Corinne Mandell's discussion of the repre
sentation of cucumbers in art is one of the 
more intriguing essays in this book1 I loved 
it1 I now know more about the cucurbit's 
place in art than ... well, maybe I wanted to 
know. In addition, Mandell presents us with 
a host of other fruits and veggies that 

made their way onto the palates and can
vases of the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. Cucumbers were considered a 
sign of fruitfulness, pomegranates were 
thought to concern semen, chastity and 
marriage; grapes depicted drunkenness; 
and the quince symbolized life after death. 
While Mandell recounts the various and 
shifting symbolic form fruit took on, she 
also carefully chronicled the moral era in 
which these paintings existed. Its close 
association with the religious was one of 
the main reasons cucumbers appeared on 
the canvas. And the highly sexualized con
tent of these fruit is indeed food for 
thought! 

Not the last word on food 

Here is an interesting twist. Food has 
moved out of the kitchen to become ripe 
with possibility for social commentary. 
Because food is so explosively "of the 
moment," it is important to consider the 

gendered realities of food. Does food lose 
its gendered association, its attachment to 
the kitchen, cooking and the work of 
women when it becomes part of the mak
ing of art? Or, do we take the opportunity 
to disturb the gendered implications of 
food as it takes a significant place in a 
particular narrative of art? "Explosion· or 
implosion? 

Renuka Sooknanan lives in Toronto and is 

working on her dissertation. 

Woma11 Eating, Duane Hanson, 1971. 
Courtesy the National Gallery of Canada. 
Photo: Jennifer Fisher. 

Notes 

1. See Cornell West, "The New Cultural Politics of 

Difference," in John Rajchman, ed., The Identify in 

Question (New York Routledge, 1995). 

2. Roland Barthes, "Toward a Psychosociology of 

Contemporary Food Consumption: in Carole 

Couniham and Penny Van Esterik, eds., Food and 

Culture (New York. Routledge, 1997). p. 21. 

3. Root describes the avondverkoop as an all-night 

delicatessen which carries French champagne, 

cheeses, cold cuts, out-of-season fruits, chocolates 

and pastries Ip. 139). 
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Multicultural States 
Rethinking Differ~nce and Identity 

Edited by David Bennett 
Published by Routledge, London & New York, 1998 

Review by Carmela Murdocca 

"Multiculturalism" hos served variously as 
code of ossimilotionism and cultural 
separatism, campus Marxism and ethnic 
nationalism, transnational corporate mar
keting strategies and minority competition 
for state resources; radical democracy 
and cosmetic adjustments to the liberal 
status-quo. 

Without question. the term "multicultural
ism" hos been variously contested. 
Multicultural States intends to chart a tra
jectory of global and local, personal and 
political relevance, reflected in the histori
cal and political "multicultural" trans
figurations across five continents. 
"Multiculturalism," whether in the form of 
formal state policy, governmental rhetoric 
or "oppositional minority-driven" cam
paigns, often functions as a present-day 
paradigm that reveals the more systemic 
and discursive attempts at forging a uni
fied notional identity. The seventeen 
essays in this collection ore divided into 
three brood areas that include, The limits 
of pluralism; Multiculturalism and the 
notion, histories, policies, practices; and 
Positionings. 

In the first section, Homi Bhobho advo
cates both in his essay and subsequent 
interview that a decidedly "'multiculturalist' 
stance must grapple with the 'irrationality' 
of xenophobia, racism and sexism as 
social practices that constitute 'discrimi
nated' minority identities." Bhobho's con
tributions offer a glimpse into our own 
rociolized, violent present. (We do not hove 
to look much further than to our own racist 
media frenzy concerning the Chinese 
migrants in British Columbia to witness 
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this). Mario Koundouro extends 
Bhobho's analysis and suggests thcit 
formal multicultural policy and a multi
cultural platform "run the risk of 
becoming another tral'!sformation of lib
eral democracy's crisis-management of 
representation." Importantly, the first 
section asks whether multicultural poli
cies ancVor a multicultural worldview 
function as a political tool of collective 
cultural alienation or collective cultural 
inclusion? 

The second section, "Multiculturalism 
and the nation, histories, policies, prac
tices" interrogates more discursive manip
ulations of multicultural policy and reveals 
the way in which the notion of the "nation· 
is utilized as an ideological force central to 
the creation of a "multicultural imaginary." 
Instances and coses in point include those 
from India, South Africa, El Salvadoran 
refugees in multicultural states, New 
Zealand. the United States, Ireland, 
Australia and Canada. Here, notions of the 
"multicultural" are articulated as transna
tional critical spaces that include identity 
formations, language, educational policies, 
the rhetoric of the low, religiosity, class 
conflict, and ethnicity in the construction of 
a "national identity" and a "notional cul
ture." For instance, Smoro Komboureli's 
"The Technology of Ethnicity, Canadian 
multiculturalism and the language of the 
law· utilizes the Canadian Multiculturalism 
Act-1 ... oi sur le multiculturalisme canodien, 
to examine language, translation, "multi
culturalist" law and education in the con
text of ethnic identity versus "national 
culture." 

In the final section, entitled "Positionings." 
the essays come together in on interroga
tion of personal fragmentation and political 
vision within transhistorical communities 
differently affected by the notion of the 
"multicultural." Mediated by a continually 
relational, geographical and temporally 
specific agenda, a distinct politics of loca
tion emerges within these contributions. 
Meaghan Morris interrogates her own per
sonal and political identifications as "citi
zen, feminist intellectual, Aboriginal 
sovereignty advocate, white middle-class 
Anglo-Celtic (and) loyal labour voter" in the 
context of "'mass-mediated' debates about 
Australian republicanism as a nation
building project." In "Riding 
Multiculturalism." Gargi Bhattacharya 
incorporates the intersections of racism, 
heterosexism, class. and homophobia in 
her exploration of the "multicultural" 
agenda in Birmingham's working class 
culture and local governmental policies. In 
my opinion, "Positionings· proves to be the 
most exciting section of the book not only 
because it is where the interplay of the 
global and local, personal and political is 

fully realized, but it is where we ore able to 
recognize that the politicized appropriation 
of such dominant codes and discursive 
practices offered by "multiculturalism" 
reveals the most fascinating bottles 
towards the struggle of empowerment by 
marginalized groups. 

Multicultural States intends to challenge 
notions and practices of multiculturalism 
beyond that of a celebratory "multicultural 
landscape" to a more politically critical and 
complicated project of both local and 
global proportions. To the extent that 
Multicultural States includes emerging 
voices to these ongoing and timely 
debates. cultural theorists par excellence 
such as Homi Bhabha still dominate its 
"theory" section. Ultimately, Multicultural 

States fits into a larger conceptual frame
work of both cultural and political signifi
cance that relates to the construction of a 
"multicultural imaginary." It is an important 
contribution to ongoing debates in that it 
disrupts notions of fixed national bound
aries in an effort to form transnational 
alliances based upon various multicultural 
formations. 

Carmela Murdocca is a writer living in Toronto. 

SHORT FUSE ... continued from p. 56 
Morrisseau before he'd recognize him as 
an Indian. But nobody painted like 
Morrisseau until Morrisseau invented the 
so-called "Woodlands School" in the 1960s, 
so why does he get to be an Indian while 

R e v i e w s Books 

Jim doesn't? The answer is simple, racism. 

The result of this Tory nonsense will be 
one less publicly funded institution show
ing the work of living artists. The 
McMichael will be turned into a joke 
among Canadian art institutions and the 
only people who won't gel ii will be the 
McMichoels themselves. 

(Much of the information above is derived 
from Ray Conologue 's thoughtful article in 
The Globe & Moil. Tuesday, June 27, 2000.) 

Richm·d William Hill is an artist, critic and 

curat01: He is a member of the FUSE board 
of directors and the Visual Arts Committee of 

the Toronto Arts Council. 

to find out more about FUSE magazine, 
to order subscriptions or back issues 
even update your mailing address, visit: 

www.fusemagazine.org 
to participate in our online listing 

of visual and media arts organizations and events, 
call Milada Kovacova, (416) 340-7221 
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short Indian Givers: 
FUSE The McMichaels' Revenge on Contemporary Art 

There must be an 800 number directly to Queen's Park for disgrun
tled millionaires. How else to explain the decision of the Harris 
Tories to give the McMichaels what they couldn't achieve through 
the courts, the return of control over the collection they donated to 
the public thirty-five years ago? I can imagine the telephone con
versation reading something like the Watergate transcripts (with 
Harris every bit as foul-mouthed as Nixon): 

The scene, Harris' office. A bright red telephone rings. Lights flash. 
A siren sounds. 

"Oh [expletive deleled]I" says Mike, "A millionaire's in lroublel" 

He picks up the phone. "Millionaire hotline, Harris speaking. How 
can we help you?" 

A brief pause, "Oh, Mr. McMichael, how are you?" 

Another pause, longer. "Whal 1" says Harris, "you're telling me that 
those [expletive deleted] bums won't let you control your own art 
collection? And they're showing contemporary art in your museum? 
Thal stuff makes me want to [expletive deleted] puke 1 Haven't my 
cuts and appointments to the Ontario Aris Council taught those 
[expletive deleted] artists a lesson? Well, I say [expletive deleted] 
them 1 You should lake your art backl" 

Another pause, "Oh, you mean you donated ii thirty-five years ago? 
Why the [expletive deleted] would you do something like that? Why 
not just keep ii for yourself and run it like a business? You some 
sort of commie back then, or what? Well, I understand. Trudeau 
mania [expletive deleted] up a lot of people." 

Another pause, "Oh, they gave you a tax receipt for $815,515? And 
the province bought you a $300,000 house with a complimentary 
car and housekeeper? And gave you a four-year salary totaling 
$400,000?" 

"Well, that's a relief. Still, it's not much for-what have they got up 
there-about 6,000 pieces of art?'' 

Another pause. "Oh, you only donated 194 paintings? The rest have 
been purchased by the gallery with public money since? And you'd 
like to sell off about half of them; all the contemporary ones?" 

"You're gonna downsize 'em, eh?" 

Yes1 believe ii or not, if the Harris government's bill passes, the 
province will be in the business of running a public art gallery. The 
McMichaels will be lifetime members of the acquisition committee, 
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by Richard William Hill 

which will be autonomous from the board of directors and with 
expanded powers to include selling work and mounting exhibitions. 
Frankly, I find ii impossible to imagine how such a weird adminis
trative structure could function in a public institution. 

Here are a few simple reasons why we ought to be suspicious 
about this situation, 

1) Never trust a group of urban intellectuals-modernist painters to 
boot-when they tell you they are getting back to nature. All they 
find in the woods are the ideas they brought with them. 

2) Never, ever, trust millionaires who build rustic log palaces for 
themselves. Ask them who they're trying to fool. Probably them
selves. They don't want to take responsibility for the world they've 
created; the one we still have to live in. 

3) Never, ever, ever, trust a provincial government that hides 
behind a corny, nostalgic view of nationalism while its policies 
destroy everything decent this country has developed over the past 
century. 

Nol that the McMichael gallery hasn't always been somewhat prob
lematic in conception. The limitations in the institution's conception 
have meant that the curators have had their work cut out for them. 
At their best they've tried to bring new, critical perspectives to bear 
on the collection, particularly those that reflect the cultural diversity 
of Canada. The implicit racism of the McMichaels' desire lo cling to 
a view of Canadian culture purged of non-white immigrants is the 
most insidious aspect of their conservatism. Not only does this mis
represent the influence of non-while immigrants at the time of the 
Group, ii suggests that a contemporary institution calling itself the 
"McMichael Canadian Collection" can retain the fiction that 
"Canadian" means only white Canadians. I saw this kind of thinking 
in action when I visited the McMichael this Canada Day. The gallery 
hired a group of Chinese Lion Dancers to perform. My friends and I 
overheard the following gems from the crowd, "What do Lion 
Dances have to do with Canada Day?" And, from some confused 
woman who has taken the Bering Strait theory too far, "Why are 
those Natives always so loud?" 

The status of First Nations art is especially bizarre. I'm sure the 
McMichaels will be happy to keep their Norval Morrisseau paint
ings, which they see as innocuous enough, but they don't want 
more explicitly contemRorary works by First Nations artists. I 
remember a criticism that someone had written in a comment book 
during a show of Native artist Jim Logan. II denigrated the work 
and urged the gallery to return to showing only Group of Seven and 
Indian art. Obviously this genius wanted Jim to paint like 

... continued on p. 55 
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features new, independent films from Asia, 
the Asian Diaspora, and Asian North America. 

Highlights ol the 2000 Programme include: 

• The Toronto premiere ol Toronto lilmmaker 
Daniel Yoon's Post Concussion 

• Spotlight on the new Taiwanese cinema 

• Canadian artist spotlight: Ann Marie Fleming 

• New Asian Australian lilms 



short Indian Givers: 
FUSE The McMichaels' Revenge on Contemporary Art 

There must be an 800 number directly I 
lied millionaires. How else to explain the 
Tories lo give the McMichaels what they 
the courts, the return of control over the 
the public thirty-five years ago? I can im 
versation reading something like the Wa 
Horris every bit as foul-mouthed as Nixa 

The scene, Harris' office. 
A siren sounds. 

"Oh [expletive deleled]I" says Mike, "Am 

He picks up the phone. "Millionaire holli 
can we help you?" 

A brief pause, "Oh, Mr. McMichael, how 

Another pause, longer. "Wha!I" says Ha 
those (expletive deleted] bums won't let 
collection? And they're showing conlem 
Thal stuff makes me want to [expletive d 
cuts and appointments lo the Ontario Ar 
[expletive deleted] artists a lesson? Well, 
lhem 1 You should take your art back 1" 

Another pause, "Oh, you mean you don 
Why the [expletive deleted] would you d 
not just keep ii for yourself and run ii Ii 

sort of commie back then, or what? Well, I understand. 
mania [expletive deleted] up a lot of people." 

Another pause, "Oh, they gave you a tax receipt for $815,515? And 
the province bought you a $300,000 house with a complimentary 
car and housekeeper? And gave you a four-year salary totaling 
$400,000?" 

"Well, that's a relief. Still, it's not much for-what have they got up 
there-about 6,000 pieces of art?" 

Another pause. "Oh, you only donated 194 paintings? The rest have 
been purchased by the gallery with public money since? And you'd 
like lo sell off about half of them; all the contemporary ones?" 

"You're gonna downsize 'em, eh?" 

Yes1 believe it or not, if the Harris government's bill passes, the 
province will be in the business of running a public art gallery. The 
McMichaels will be lifetime members of the acquisition committee, 
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by Rich a rd William Hill 

most insidious aspect of their conservatism. Nol only does this mis
represent the influence of non-while immigrants at the time of the 
Group, ii suggests that a contemporary institution calling itself the 
"McMichael Canadian Collection" can retain the fiction that 
"Canadian" means only while Canadians. I saw this kind of thinking 
in action when I visited the McMichael this Canada Day. The gallery 
hired a group of Chinese Lion Dancers to perform. My friends and I 
overheard the following gems from the crowd, "Whal do Lion 
Dances have to do with Canada Day?" And, from some confused 
woman who has taken the Bering Strait theory too far, "Why are 
those Natives always so loud?" 

The status of First Nations art is especially bizarre. I'm sure the 
McMichaels will be hoi:1py to keep their Norval Morrisseau paint
ings, which they see a~ innocuous enough, but they don't want 
more explicitly conlemr:1orary works by First Nations artists. I 
remember a criticism that someone had written in a comment book 
during a show of Native artist Jim Logan. II denigrated the work 
and urged the gallery to return to showing only Group of Seven and 
Indian art. Obviously this genius wanted Jim to paint like 
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features new, independent films from Asia, 
the Asian Diaspora, and Asian North America. 

Highlights of the 2000 Programme include: 

• The Toronto premiere of Toronto filmmaker 
Daniel Yoon's Post Concussion 

• Spotlight on the new Taiwanese cinema 

• Canadian a,rtist spotlight: Ann Marie Fleming 

• New Asian Australian films 






